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Abstract

Integrins are large heterodimeric receptors that provide a regulated connection be-
tween the cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix. These transmembrane receptors
are critically involved in a series of physiological processes responsible for tissue
organization and have become important therapeutic targets. In order to bind the
extracellular matrix, integrins have to be activated such that their large extracellular
ectodomains undergo a series of conformational changes that substantially increase
their affinity to fibronectin. A key interaction that triggers the inside-out activation
of integrins is the binding of the talin head domain to the membrane-proximal part
of the integrin β-cytoplasmic tail.

To study this interaction, we designed several fusion constructs that contained
the β1A- or β1D-tails fused via a peptide linker to talin1 or talin2 head domains.
The fusions constructs were designed such that force was applied at the membrane
proximal part of the integrin tail, as it likely occurs in a cell. The constructs were
mounted in a dual beam optical trap by using two 170 nm long dsDNA tethers
attached via a ybbR-CoA conjugation to the N-termini of the integrin β-tails and
the talin head domains isoforms and several force assays were applied.

We determined that the talin/integrin bond is weak by itself, with even the most
stable muscle-specific talin2/β1D variant breaking at forces around 5 pN and being
highly dynamic (koff = 5/s). In the case of the ubiquitously expressed talin1/β1A
pair, the bond is even weaker, having a binding signal that cannot be resolved
above the thermal noise threshold of the instrument. These results are not surpris-
ing considering that the affinity of talin to integrin is low. Nevertheless, it raises
the question of how such low-affinity bonds can establish a stable protein network
capable of transmitting forces between the cytoskeleton and the extracellular ma-
trix.

Kindlin is another low-affinity coactivator of integrins that binds slightly further
apart from talin, at the membrane-distal part of the integrin β-cytoplasmic tail. To
study the effect of kindlin on the talin/integrin bond, we measured our talin/integrin
fusion constructs in the presence of solution-added kindlin2.

We find that the addition of kindlin2 stabilizes the talin/integrin bond by con-
verting it from a slip bond into an ideal bond and making it force-independent up
to forces of 18 pN. For this stabilization to occur, the steric proximity of the talin
and kindlin binding sites along the integrin tail is key. Interestingly, the conversion
to an ideal bond determined by kindlin is observed only for talin/integrin pairs
containing the integrin β1D muscle variant, but not for pairs containing the ubi-
quitously expressed β1A variant. Across these variants, we identify a single proline
residue (786) at the interface between talin and kindlin binding sites as the key
residue that can switch between ideal bond and regular slip bond behaviour.

The effect we observe may be important for early steps of adhesion formation in



a high-force environment like muscle by stabilizing single adhesion events against
force.



Zusammenfassung

Integrine sind große heterodimere Rezeptoren, die eine regulierbare Verbindung
zwischen Zytoskelett und extrazellulärer Matrix herstellen. Diese Transmembran-
rezeptoren sind an einer Reihe physiologischer Prozesse beteiligt, welche für die
Anordnung des Gewebes verantwortlich sind, und etablierten sich zu wichtigen the-
rapeutischen Zielproteinen. Um die extrazelluläre Matrix zu binden, durchlaufen
Integrine zur Aktivierung eine Reihe von Konformationsänderungen innerhalb ihrer
großen extrazellulären Ektodomänen, die ihre Affinität zu Fibronektin wesentlich
erhöhen. Eine Schlüsselinteraktion, welche die Inside-Out-Aktivierung von Integri-
nen auslöst, ist die Bindung der Talin-Kopfdomäne an dem membran-proximalen
Teil des β-cytoplasmatischen Schwanzes des Integrins. Um diese Interaktion zu un-
tersuchen, wurden mehrere Fusionskonstrukte entworfen, die den β1A- oder β1D-
Schwanz mittels einer Peptidkette an die Talin1- oder Talin2-Kopfdomänen ver-
linken. Die Fusionskonstrukte wurden so entworfen, dass die Kraft auf den mem-
brannahen Teil des Integrinschwanzes einwirkt, wie es in der Zelle angenommen
wird. Die Konstrukte wurden mit zwei 170 nm langen dsDNA-Strängen , die über
eine ybbR-CoA-Konjugation an die N-Termini der Integrin-β-Schwänze und der
Talin-Kopfdomänen-Isoformen gebunden wurden, in einer optischen Falle zwischen
zwei Laserstrahlen aufgespannt und mehreren Belastungstests unterzogen. Wir
stellten fest, dass die Talin/Integrin-Bindung grundsätzlich schwach ist. Selbst
die stabilste muskelspezifische Talin2-β1D-Variante bricht unter Krafteinwirkung
um 5 pN und ist zudem hochdynamisch (koff = 5/s). Im Falle des ubiquitär ex-
primierten Talin1/β1A-Paares ist die Bindung sogar noch schwächer und weist
ein Bindungssignal auf, welches nicht oberhalb der thermischen Rauschgrenze des
Geräts aufgelöst werden kann. Diese Ergebnisse sind zu erwarten, da die Affinität
von Talin zu Integrin gering ist. Allerdings stellt sich die Frage, wie solche niedri-
gaffinen Bindungen ein stabiles Proteinnetzwerk aufbauen, mit dem Kräfte zwischen
dem Zytoskelett und der extrazellulären Matrix übertragen werden können. Kindlin
ist ein weiterer Koaktivator von Integrinen mit niedriger Affinität, der weiter ent-
fernt von der Talin-Bindestelle am membranfernen Teil des β-zytoplasmatischen
Schwanzes des Integrins bindet. Um die Wirkung von Kindlin auf die Talin/Integrin-
Bindung zu untersuchen, haben wir unsere Talin/Integrin-Fusionskonstrukte in
Gegenwart von löslichen Kindlin2-Molekülen gemessen. Es konnte gezeigt wer-
den, dass der Zusatz von Kindlin2 die Talin/Integrin-Bindung stabilisiert, indem
die Bindung von einer gleitenden in eine ideale Bindung umgewandelt und damit
bis zu Kräften von 18 pN kraftunabhängig wird. Für diese Stabilisierung ist die
sterische Nähe der Talin- und Kindlin-Bindestellen entlang des Integrinschwanzes
entscheidend. Interessanterweise wird die Umwandlung in eine ideale durch Kindlin
gesteuerte Bindung nur bei Talin/Integrin-Paaren beobachtet, welche die Integrin-
β1D-Muskelvariante enthalten, nicht aber bei Paaren, in denen die ubiquitär ex-



primierte β1A-Variante enthalten ist. In allen hier untersuchten Integrin Vari-
anten konnte ein einzelner entscheidender Prolinrest (786) zwischen den Talin-
und Kindlin-Bindestellen identifiziert werden, der zwischen idealer Bindung und
regulärer gleitender Bindung wechseln kann. Der von uns beobachtete Effekt könnte
für frühe Stadien der Adhäsionsbildung in einer Umgebung mit hohen Kräften wie
Muskeln wichtig sein, da während dieser einzelne Adhäsionen gegen mechanische
Belastung stabilisiert werden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Cellular functions of integrins and clinical re-

levance

Integrins are large, membrane-spanning, non-covalently bound α/β heterodimeric
proteins that provide a regulated mechanical link between the extracellular ma-
trix (ECM) and the actin cytoskeleton. They mediate cell polarization, migration,
proliferation, and apoptosis and are involved in a large number of physiological
processes such as tissue morphogenesis, wound healing, and immune responses. In-
tegrins are of high clinical importance being linked to the development of diseases
such as autoimmunity, thrombosis, and cancer [47].

In mammals, there are 8 β and 18 α subunits, which assemble into 24 distinct
integrin pairs (see Figure 1.1). These 24 pairs are expressed in a tissue-specific
manner and have specific functions that are clearly shown in phenotypes of integrin
knockout mice1 [47, 17].

Obviously, the effects shown in mice can serve as a model for integrin related
human genetic diseases. For example, humans with a mutation in the β2 gene de-
velop leukocyte adhesion deficiency type I. This in turn translates into leucocytosis,
recurrent bacterial infections, impaired wound healing, and severe gingivitis [17].
Not surprisingly, the β2 knockout mice have a similar phenotype [17].

1.2 Integrin structure and activation models

Since integrins are large membrane-spanning proteins, they are difficult to purify,
and solving their structure is proven to be quite challenging. As a result, most of
the structural studies are based on NMR-solution experiments, while X-ray crys-
tallographic structures are hard to obtain.

Nevertheless, in 2001 Xiong et al. [83] solved the first extracellular domain
crystal structure of human αV/β3 integrin. In his study, a profound bending of
both subunits was observed, which pointed toward unusual flexibility. This was at-
tributed to conformational changes that could take place during integrin regulation.

The ectodomains (approximately 1000 amino acids each) of the integrin hete-
rodimer have a modular structure and take the shape of two long-standing legs.

1Extensive tables summarizing integrin gene knockout phenotypes can be found in references
[47, 17].
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Figure 1.1: The α/β non-covalent integrin association in mammals. 24 heterodimers are
known to be formed [17].

The two legs are formed from several linked globular domains and come together
in a N-terminal headpiece that mediates ligand binding. These are continued by
single-span α-helical transmembrane domains (25 to 29 amino acids) and are termi-
nated by short (13-70 amino acids, except the β4 tail > 1000 amino acids) mainly
unstructured cytoplasmic tails (see Figure 1.2) [70].

To bind the extracellular matrix, integrins have to undergo large conformational
changes and switch from an inactive (closed) state to an active (open) state that
has ligand binding capabilities. This process is called integrin activation and the
prevailing view is that integrins are activated from the inside of cells, hence the
more specific term of inside-out activation.

The α/β integrin heterodimer is maintained in an inactive, low-binding state
by two well-conserved interactions (see Figure 1.3A). The first interaction is repre-
sented by a glycine-glycine dimerization motif [37] (known as the ‘outer membrane
clasp’ - OMC) found in the transmembrane regions of the α and β subunits. This
allows a close helix packing of the transmembrane parts in a coiled-coil fashion. The
second interaction is a putative salt bridge (known as the ‘inner membrane clasp’ -
IMC) between the arginine (R) from the α subunit and the aspartic acid (D) from
the β subunit (see Figure 1.3A and B).

Inside-out integrin activation is known to be achieved by the synergetic action
of two cytosolic proteins namely, talin and kindlin. Almost all β tails contain one or
two NxxY motifs that are known to recruit phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domain
proteins, such as talins and kindlins (see Figure 1.3A).
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Figure 1.2: Structural model of the complete integrin heterodimer [70]. The ectodomain
of the α subunit contains a seven-bladed β-propeller head domain (each blade is a four-
stranded antiparallel sheet), a thigh domain and two calf domains (each domain contains
two antiparallel β sheets, one with five and one with four strands). The ectodomain of
the β subunit contains a βA-domain (central six-stranded β sheet surrounded by eight
helices), a hybrid domain (similar to I-set Immunoglobulin domains) followed by a PSI
(plexin-semaphorin-integrin) domain, four cysteine-rich EGF-like (epidermal growth fac-
tor) fold domains and a β-tail domain (four-stranded β sheet facing a N-terminal α helix).
The βA-domain and the β-propeller domains assemble by non-covalent interactions into
a ligand-binding headpiece. Both ectodomains are continued by a single helix transmem-
brane domain and a short unstructured cytoplasmic tail [70, 83].
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Figure 1.3: (A) Two well-conserved interactions keep the α/β integrin heterodimer in an
inactive, low-affinity state. One is represented by the glycine-glycine dimerization motifs
(GxxG, shown in orange) located in the transmembrane domains. This interaction is
known as the ‘outer membrane clasp’ (OMC). The second important interaction is lo-
cated at the membrane-proximal region of the cytoplasmic domains, where a putative
salt bridge (known as the ‘inner membrane clasp’ – IMC) between arginine (R) from the
α subunit and aspartic acid (D) from the β subunit is believed to form. Most of the
β tails have two well-defined NxxY motifs (shown in red) that are part of the recogni-
tion sequence for phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domains proteins, such as talins and
kindlins. (This part of the figure was adapted from [86]). (B) The binding of the talin
head domain to the β cytoplasmic integrin tail is a key event in integrin activation. The
talin F3 domain (coloured yellow) binds the membrane-distal part of the β integrin via
a typical PTB (phosphotyrosine-binding) domain-NPxY motif interaction. This event is
believed to induce the rupture of the D723-R995 salt bridge between the α and β in-
tegrins by forming a new salt bridge between the D723 in β integrin and K325 in talin
F3. Furthermore, several positively charged patches found on F3, F2, and a loop in F1
interact with negatively charged PIP2 membrane phospholipids in inducing a force tilt on
β transmembrane helix to unclasp it from the α transmembrane part. Such a positively
charged patch is indicated on the membrane-facing surface of the talin F2 (blue) domain.
(This part of the figure is adapted from [1], a model constructed from PDB 2RMZ and
3G9W).
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Talin F3 N-terminal head domain resembles a PTB domain and binds the
membrane-proximal NpxY motif of the β cytoplasmic tail (see Figure 1.3A). This
is reported to be the minimal interaction necessary to activate β integrins [22].
Nevertheless, the other N-terminal talin head domains are important in integrin
activation. More specifically, the binding of the talin F3 domain to the β3 cy-
toplasmic tail is sufficient for β3 activation, but not for β1 activation. For β1
activation, additional N-terminal talin FERM domains are needed [16].

The binding of the talin F3 domain to β tail induces the rupture of the salt
bridge (D723 – R995) between the α and β integrins by forming a new salt bridge
between the D723 in β integrin and K325 in talin F3 [1]. Furthermore, several
positively charged patches found on F3, F2, and in the F1 loop interact with ne-
gatively charged PIP2 membrane phospholipids in inducing a force tilt on the β

transmembrane helix to unclasp it from the α transmembrane part [16, 1, 30].

1.2.1 Talin structure and its role in the integrin activation

Talin is a large (approximately 270 KDa) protein (Figure 1.4A) that acts as a
force-regulated anchor with an N-terminal head domain (approximately 50 kDa)
that binds to β-integrin tails [1, 16, 22, 21], followed by an unstructured linker
(approximately 80 amino acids) and a C-terminal rod domain (approximately 220
KDa) that, when subjected to force, binds to actin under the assistance of vinculin
[46, 7].

The talin head domain contains four FERM domains, namely F0, F1, F2 and
F3 [30]. The F0 and F1 domains have both an ubiquitin-like fold [39] and the F1
domain contains also an approximately 30 amino acid unstructured loop2. This F1
loop has basic residues on its surface, which aid in binding to acidic phospholipids
[30]. The F2 domain takes the structure of a 4-helix up-down bundle, while the F3
domain adopts a PTB fold and is made of two antiparallel β sheets that have four
and three strands, respectively [34].

The talin rod domain is made of 62 helices, which are grouped into 13 am-
phipathic helical bundle domains (R1-R13, see Figure 1.4A) [21], and ends with a
C-terminal dimerization motif (DD) that has the structure of an antiparallel coiled-
coil dimer (Figure 1.4A) and is essential for binding of filamentous actin [36].

Under normal physiological conditions3 and in the absence of force, talin adopts
a so-called ‘autoinhibited state’ in which the talin rod domains fold around the
integrin-binding FERM domains F2 and F3 into a compact 15 nm globular struc-
ture4. In this state, the talin FERM head is shielded from interacting with β

integrins or PIP2-enriched plasma membranes, and also the rod domains are not
able to bind vinculin or actin [27] (see Figure 1.5A). Nevertheless, the F0 and F1
FERM domains are not part of this inhibited talin structure [27] and this could
give talin the possibility to be recruited to the membrane surface via the aid of

2The flexibility of this loop always caused problems in crystallizing a full head talin and is
always cleaved out from talin head crystral structures.

3By raising the salt concentration talin can be induced into an opened-up structure – as done
in [27].

4In this closed state, F2 and F3 FERM domains interact with R9 and R12 rod domains; R9 and
R12 contain several negatively charged amino acids that compete with negatively charged PIP2
membranes in binding to the positively charged patches located on the talin F2 and F3 domains.
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Figure 1.4: (A) Structure of the full-length elongated talin (adapted from [21]). (B)
A slightly bent semi-cloverleaf structure of talin2 head (PDB 6MFS) posing a different
orientation angle at the F1-F2 domains interface than the linear arrangement present in
talin1 head (PDB 3IVF). The talin1 F2 and F3 are shown as ribbons, while the talin2
F2 and F3 are shown as cartoons to aid visualization. In both isoforms, the F0 and
F1 domains perfectly overlap, while the F2 and F3 domains are oriented differently, but
still have very similar secondary structures (adapted from [64]). Here the quaternary
structures of the residues 1 to 400 of the talin heads are compared for both isoforms.
In this case the change in quaternary structure is given by the difference in the F1-
F2 interface for the two isoforms. (C) Superposition of the first talin1 head elongated
structure (PDB: 3IVF shown in grey) onto newly reported talin1 head cloverleaf-like
arrangement (PDB: 6VGU, multicoloured). In the latest structure, additional F3 C-
terminal residues are included since they are reported to be crucial in the architecture
of the FERM-like cloverleaf fold [87]. Residues (R194 – D222) that create a special salt-
bridge interface between the F1 and F2 domains are shown. These two residues are highly
conserved among FERM-domain proteins (adapted from [87]).
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Figure 1.5: (adapted from [27]) (A) Structural organization of the talin domains in the
open and inhibited state. (B) Talin F0 and F1 domains are exposed to binding to outside
proteins even when talin is in an inhibited conformation. This is made possible due to a
flexible linker (shown as a discontinuous line) between the F1 and F2 interface. (C) Talin
F0 domain is able to bind Rap1 (PDB: 6BA6). (D) In the inhibited state, the talin F2
and F3 domains closely interact with the R12 and R9 rod domains, respectively. Once
talin switches to an open, activated conformation its FERM domains can interact with
the integrin tail and negatively charged PIP2 lipid membranes.

GTPaseRap15 (see Figure 1.5B and C). After reaching the membrane surface, the
flexible F1 loop can recruit more negatively charged PIP2 lipids that bind strongly
to talin and break the competing interaction with the R12 lid (see Figure 1.5D).
After this step talin switches towards a more open structure and the F3-R9 inter-
action can also be abrogated, leaving the talin F3 domain exposed and able to bind
to the integrin β cytoplasmic tail. Since the talin rod domains are not anymore in
contact with the talin head domain, the rod domains can now interact with vinculin
and actin. After first binding to actin, the talin rod domains are subjected to force
and start to partially unfold and expose the otherwise buried vinculin-binding sites
[7]. Vinculin is now also able to come into play and enforce the integrin-talin-actin
connection, triggering in the end the maturation of the focal adhesion complex6.

5F0 domain contains the necessary Rap1 mediating surface [39].
6The model explained in this paragraph is taken from [27].
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1.2.2 Isoform diversity in the talin/integrin interaction

In mammals, there are only two talin isoforms (talin1 and talin2) that pair up
with eight β-integrin isoforms (see Figure 1.1), some of which have additional splice
variants7 (e.g. β1A to β1D) [21, 65, 2, 9]. The length of both isoforms is almost
identical (talin1: 2541 aa; talin2: 2540 aa), both have a similar structure that
contains 18 domains (Figure 1.4A) and have a 76% sequence identity.

Although it was previously determined that the talin1 head domain has its
FERM domains aligned in a linear fashion8 [30] – atypical for a FERM domain
protein - more recent structures suggest that both isoforms [64, 87] adopt a more
compact, cloverleaf-like arrangement (see Figure 1.4 B, C – PDB: 6U4K and 6VGU)
that is very similar to a canonical FERM-like fold. This linear arrangement in
the talin head quaternary structure is believed to be determined by a C-terminal
polylysine motif (401-KKKKS) in the F3 domain [87] that was missing in the first
talin1 full head reported structure [30]. In the reported elongated structure [30],
the residues 1 to 400 of the talin head were crystallized, while in the latest structure
[87] the residues 1 to 430 of the talin1 head in complex with the β3 cytoplasmic
tail were considered. In both cases the F1 loop was missing9. Although the last
amino acids in the F3 domain seem not to affect its characteristic PTB-fold, they
are important in mediating FERM interdomain interactions and also binding to
integrin β tail. It was reported that a talin 1-405 head exhibits a higher affinity
with integrin β3 than a talin 1-400 head that lacks the C-terminal polylysine motif
[87].

While talin1 is expressed in all tissues, talin2 expression is more specific and
is found in high levels in the brain, kidney, hearth, and skeletal muscles and lacks
completely in endothelial cells [38]. Although both isoforms can activate integrins
and connect them to the cytoskeleton, there seems to be a clear interplay between
the expression of the two talin isoforms. For example, both isoforms are highly
expressed in cardiomyocytes, but after maturation talin2 becomes the major isoform
[38]. Also, in skeletal muscle talin2 is expressed at higher levels than talin1, but
both isoforms are crucial for proper muscle development [25].

A similar story can be said about two of the splice variants of β1 integrin10.
Initially, in the skeletal muscle cells and in cardiomyocytes the β1A is expressed,
while after birth and in adult cells the β1A is replaced by β1D [17].

Therefore, the most predominant talin/integrin pair found in such high-stress
tissue environments11 is the talin2/β1D integrin isoform pair. This will also be one
of the main talin/integrin pairs that are treated in this study, but other isoform
pairs are also considered for a close comparison.
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Figure 1.6: (adapted from [52]) (A) Domain organization of kindlin2 with domain bound-
aries being indicated by the numbered residues. A crystal structure was obtained only
after two highly flexible regions were removed, i.e. the F1 loop and the PH domain.
The resulting sequence used for crystallization –kindlin2∆- is shown below. (B) Crystal
structure of the kindlin2∆ dimer with the second monomer being coloured in grey. The
dimerization is mediated by the F2 domain interface. (C) Important kindlin binding
motifs are identified across integrin β tails. These are displayed in orange, while the
talin binding NPxY motif is shown in purple (colouring scheme valid for β1A sequence,
other β integrin sequences are aligned and also displayed). (D) Molecular details of the
kindlin2 F3 and integrin β1A interaction. Residues mediating the binding between the
two proteins are shown (H-bonds in dashed lines). The importance of these residues is
quantified by ITC measurements and the resulting affinity values.
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1.2.3 Kindlin structure and its role in assisting talin during
integrin activation

Another cytosolic, FERM-domain protein that is crucial during the integrin acti-
vation process is kindlin. Whereas talin binds to actin with the help of vinculin
[21], kindlin connects to the cytoskeleton via integrin-linked kinase and migfilin12

[58]. Similar to talin, kindlin is made up of four FERM domains (F0, F1, F2, F3)
and contains also a pleckstrin homology domain (PH) that is inserted into the F2-
domain (see Figure 1.6A). Kindlin adopts a compact fold (typical FERM-cloverleaf)
thanks to its inter-domain interactions and is known to dimerize13 around its F2
interface (see Figure 1.6B) [52]. Unlike talin, kindlin lacks a rod domain, but its F3
subdomain adopts also a PTB (phosphotyrosine) fold that binds to the membrane
distal NxxY (see Figures 1.3A and 1.6D) motif found in the integrin β tail. Besides
the classical NxxY motif, β tails contain another conserved sequence that mediates
kindlin binding, namely the TTV/STF motif. The residues in this sequence, T788
and T78914 form H-bonds with W619 and N616, from the kindlin2 F3 domain,
while the V790 interacts with a hydrophobic patch in the αβ groove15. Mutations
in the TTV motif disrupt the already weak binding16 of kindlin2 to β1A tail (see
Figure 1.6D). A similar binding mode applies for kindlin2 and β3 integrins17 [52].
Although not specifically indicated, the last three amino acids18 of the β1A tail
are also important in binding to kindlin. Deletion of the EGK sequence cancels
completely the binding of integrins to kindlins [52] (see Figure 1.6D – table).

Although kindlins are unable to activate integrins on their own [76, 12] and
their role in integrin activation is less understood than that of talins, recent findings
suggest a synergetic process during which kindlin and talin cooperatively activate
integrins.

Theodosiou et al. (2016) found that fibroblasts lacking either talins or kindlins
failed to activate β1 integrins and failed to adhere to fibronectin, even when the
integrins were artificially induced into a high-affinity conformation by the presence
of manganese ions (Mn2+). For integrins to be activated and adhere to fibronectin
both talins and kindlins are necessary [76].

1.2.4 Kindlin isoforms and their importance

The kindlin family consists of three evolutionary conserved isoforms, kindlin1, 2
and 3 that have approximately a 50% sequence similarity with each other [49].

7β1 has 4 splice variants as identified in [9].
8PDB: 3IVF, elongated talin 1 head structure.
9As suggested by previous publications [39], the F1 loop can be deleted in the case of talin1

without affecting the overall structure of the F1 subdomain.
10Integrin β1 has four splice variants in total, i.e β1A-D [9].
11As the cardiac and skeletal muscle.
12filamin-binding protein
13Dimerization rate in the range of days.
14Found in β1A integrins.
15Located in the kindlin2 F3.
16Kd of ≈ 20 µM
17The STF motif in β3-MDT binds with kindlin2 using the same interaction mode as the TTV

motif in β1-MDT.
18These 3 amino acids are not conserved across the β integrin isoforms - see Figure 1.6C.
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Kindlin1 is mainly found in epithelial cells19, kindlin2 is ubiquitously expressed20,
whereas kindlin3 is restricted to the hematopoietic system21 [49, 58].

A more extensive summary of different tissues and cell types where the three
kindlin isoforms are found and of kindlin-associated diseases and knockout mice
phenotypes can be found in [49].

19Kindlin1 knockout mice suffer from skin atrophy and ulcerative colitis.
20Kindlin2 deletion is lethal; kindlin2 is found in high amounts in skeletal and smooth muscle

cells.
21Mutations in kindlin3 result in leukocyte-adhesion deficiency type III (translates into im-

munodeficiency and recurrent infections), whereas kindlin3 deletion causes severe bleeding due to
defective platelet (blood cell involved in clotting) aggregation.
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Chapter 2

Methods and Theory

2.1 Optical Tweezers

2.1.1 Principle of optical trapping

Optical tweezers were originally developed for trapping and cooling atoms [6], but
biological applications soon followed. Just a few years later after development,
Block et al. (1989) [13] used optical tweezers to study the mechanical properties
of E. coli flagella and many others adopted this technique to investigate a broad
variety of biological systems and biomolecules such as DNA [81], molecular motors
[14], RNA polymerase [26] and more.

To understand how optical trapping works, one can usually consider two distinct
cases. One case explains the optical trapping of particles that have a size much
smaller than the wavelength of light (see Figure 2.1a). In this case, the particle
can be described in the Rayleigh regime and is essentially treated as a dipole in
the presence of the electric and magnetic field1 of light that exerts a Lorentz force
on the particle. Considering that the local electric field is a superposition of the
incident electric field and of the scattered electric field, the total force acting on
the particle can be split into two components: the scattering force and the gradient
force2. The scattering force quantifies the absorption and re-emission of light by
the dipole and is proportional to the intensity of the light and scattering cross-
section of the particle. This force pushes the particle in the direction of beam
propagation. The gradient force is determined by the gradient of the incident light
intensity and this behaves as an attractive force on the particle dipole by pulling it
towards regions of high beam intensity. In the case of a Gaussian laser beam that
passed through a focusing objective, the particle will be pulled towards the central
axis of the beam and the focus. For optical trapping to be achieved, the gradient
force has to be higher than the scattering force. This can be achieved by using a
high-numerical-aperture objective that will focus the beam to a diffraction-limited
spot. In this case, the trapping plane will be located slightly above the focusing
plane of the objective due to the scattering force that pushes the trapped particle
slightly forward.

1After several calculations it can be determined that the force component which includes in its
expression the magnetic field of light will average out to zero.

2The scattering force is determined by the scattering component of the electric field, while the
gradient force is determined by incident component of the electric field.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration is taken from [19]. (A) Optical trapping explained in the Rayleigh
regime, where the particle is smaller than the wavelength of light. The particle is treated
as a dipole in the presence of the electric field of light. Two forces act on the particle: a
gradient force that pulls the particle in the area of highest beam intensity and a scatter-
ing force that pushes the particle along the direction of light propagation. (B) Optical
trapping explained in the ray-optics regime when the particle is much larger in size than
the wavelength of light. This can be simply explained by the momentum conservation
of the ray-bead system. Reflected rays give rise to a pushing force Freflection (red arrow),
while refracted rays induce a pulling force Frefraction (black arrow).
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The second case that explains optical trapping more intuitively considers a
spherical object that has a diameter larger than the wavelength of light (see Figure
2.1b). In this case, optical trapping can be explained in the ray-optics picture using
momentum conservation. For this one needs to recall that light has momentum and
a force is generated when momentum is changed. When light passes through an
interface between two media with different optical properties (e.g. different refrac-
tive indices) reflection and refraction occur. The reflection of light at the surface
of the object induces a pushing force Freflection

3 (red arrow) on the object, in the
forward direction of light travel. In the case of refraction, the light changes its
direction of travel by gaining more forward momentum after being refracted by the
bead. Since momentum for the ray-bead system needs to be conserved, the bead
will experience a backward momentum and hence a recoil force Frefraction that pulls
the bead towards the focus (black arrow). A similar rationale can be used to show
that the bead will also be pulled towards the beam axis if the beam intensity is
higher there than in the periphery, as in the case of a Gaussian profile beam used
in trapping experiments. Once the two forces balance each other, optical trapping
is achieved. For a more detailed discussion of the optical trapping effect explained
in the ray-optics picture, one should consult the paper by Ashkin (1992) [5].

In our case, we use a laser wavelength of λ=1064 nm to trap 1 µm in diameter
silica beads. Thus, the wavelength of light lies close to the size of the trapped
particle and neither the Rayleigh regime nor the ray-optics picture holds true for
explaining the optical trapping effect. In this situation, the theories and calculations
involved are much more complicated and can be found in [8].

2.1.2 Important considerations for biological applications
of optical trapping

A 1064 nm infrared laser was used for trapping to minimize the absorption of light by
water and biological samples4 [75]. Regarding the choice of 1 µm silica beads, several
things have to be taken into consideration. Although a wide range of bead sizes can
be trapped with optical tweezers, smaller beads posses less drag in the liquid and
allow the measuring of biological systems that undergo fast conformational changes.
On the other hand, it is harder for the instrument user to observe very small beads
and hence trap them in single pairs as needed during the measurement. Also using
larger beads results in a higher trap stiffness5. Therefore, a compromise has to be
reached in terms of bead size. In terms of material, polystyrene beads offer better
trapping efficiency than glass beads since they provide a greater difference in the
index of refraction relative to the water medium. Although trapping experiments
could in principle be done with polystyrene beads, silica (glass) beads were preferred
because of less sample heating [62] and less creation of oxygen free radicals [50]
that would irreversibly damage the protein being measured6. Nevertheless, another

3This is basically the scattering force.
4Our experiments consists of trapping DNA-protein covered beads that are suspended in an

aqueous buffer solution.
5One can think of the bead as a biconvex lens. The larger the lens, the more light it will collect

and hence a better trapping power will be achieved.
6The measurements were performed also in the presence of an oxygen scavenging system

(GLOXY) to reduce the occurrence of ’dead’ molecules.
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disadvantage of silica beads when compared to polystyrene ones is that they are
more than two times heavier and are observed to settle down due to gravity. This
becomes problematic because if the protein-covered beads touch the glass surface
of the sample chamber they are usually rendered useless and it is very unlikely to
observe a good quality DNA-protein tether from trapping such beads. On the other
hand, polystyrene beads have a density very close to that of water and were observed
to float well in the aqueous buffer solution. To conclude, in the end, it is actually
just a matter of choice whether to use silica or polystyrene beads. Therefore, it is
best that a new trap user tries both types of beads and sticks to a choice afterwards.

2.1.3 Optical tweezers setup used in this work

The setup used in this work was built by Ulrich Merkel and is presented schemat-
ically in Figure 2.2. In brief, the fiber-coupled collimated 1064 nm laser is first
passing through a Faraday isolator to prevent back reflections from any downstream
optical component7 and afterwards through a motorized half-wave plate and a pola-
rizing beam splitter. To prevent power fluctuations in the beam, the laser pump is
always operated at full power, while the power of the trapping beam is modulated
by rotating the first half-wave plate and dumping part of the laser beam in the
absorber after being partially deflected by the polarizing beam splitter. A second
motorized half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter then split the trapping
beam into two beams of orthogonal polarizations8 and equal power9. One of the
trapping beams will then reach a piezo scanning mirror, while the other will reach
an acousto-optic deflector. Both beams will then be recombined by another polari-
zing beam splitter, expanded by a telescope, and reflected by a dichroic mirror into
the objective. A good quality optical trap is obtained when the high NA objective
(NA = 1.27) is slightly overfilled by a Gaussian collimated beam [59, 51]. Besides
overfilling the objective, the telescope is also used to create a set of conjugate planes
such that the AOD and PSM beams are steered efficiently. This is achieved by a
4f arrangement as shown in Figure 2.3, both the AOD and PSM being one focal
length away from the first telescope lens L. In this way, any beam tilt created by
the AOD or the PSM will result in a lateral translation of the optical trap position
within the same sample plane.

After being focused by the objective and passing through the sample beads,
the trapping beams are then collected and collimated by the condenser, which is
identical to the objective. Afterwards, the collimated trapping beams are reflected
by a dichroic mirror into a lens that is used to image the back focal plane of the
condenser on two separate position-sensitive diodes. The two trapping beams are
split based on their polarization by a polarizing beam splitter before reaching the
detectors. The detectors image the interference pattern formed between the non-
deviated rays and the bead-refracted (deviated) rays. Once a molecular tether
applies force on the trapped bead, the bead moves away from the high-intensity
beam center and this results in shifting the centroid of the bright portion of the

7Such back reflections would produce power instabilities in the beam that would cause noise
in the recorded trapping signal.

8Interference effects between the two trapping beams are avoided in this way.
9Beams of equal power will result in optical traps with equal stiffness. The relative power of

the two trapping beams is adjusted by rotating the half-wave plate.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration is taken from [55]. Dual-beam optical tweezers setup used in
this work. The setup also contains a bright field illumination and imaging system (not
shown). A 532 nm green laser (not shown) is also integrated and oriented to shine on
the sample chamber. The fluorescence signal coming from the rhodamine-labelled beads
is then imaged on an EMCCD camera to distinguish the type of beads being trapped.
C: collimator of 1064 nm laser, FI: Faraday isolator, A: absorber (beam dump), PBS:
polarizing beam splitter, PSM: piezo scanning mirror, AOD: acousto-optic deflector, M:
mirror, L: lens, DM: dichroic mirror, PSD: position-sensitive diode, λ/2: half-wave plate.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration is adapted from [51]. Beam steering lens relay system. Imaging
the beam steering elements (acousto-optic deflector or piezo mirror) onto the back focal
plane of objective by using a 4f arrangement. In this way any beam tilt employed by the
steering element will be translated into a lateral translation of the optical trap position
within the same sample (vertical) plane.

interference pattern imaged on the detector. Therefore, this shift of the interference
pattern centroid is correlated by the detector with the displacement of the bead from
the trap center and results in a voltage signal. The obtained voltage signal needs
to be converted into physical displacement and force values. For this, a force and a
V/nm calibration procedure have to be done.

Although not shown in Figure 2.2, the setup also contains a bright field illumi-
nation and an imaging system that is used to visualize the floating beads in the
sample plane between the two objectives10. In this way, beads can be brought in
the proximity of the laser traps for optical trapping to occur. A 532 nm green laser
is also integrated into the trap setup and oriented to shine on the sample plane.
Thus, a fluorescence signal coming from the rhodamine-labelled beads is imaged on
an EMCCD camera to distinguish the type of beads11 being trapped.

2.1.4 Calibration of optical traps

For small displacements12 an optical trap can be approximated to a harmonic po-
tential that creates an elastic restoring force given by the following expression:

F = k · x (2.1)

where x is the deflection of the trapped bead relative to the high-intensity center
of the optical trap and k is the stiffness of the optical trap.

10The sample solution is inserted in a thin glass chamber, which is mounted on a piezo table
placed between the two objectives.

11Rhodamine-labelled or not labelled.
12The behaviour of a trap is linear throughout a range of ≈ 500 nm.
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As previously mentioned, the raw output signal of an optical trap is the voltage
signal recorded by the photo-detector which quantifies the displacement x of the
bead. To convert the voltage signal values to nm displacements, one needs to
determine the so-called detector sensitivity with units of V/nm. The easiest method
of obtaining the detector sensitivity is by fixing the bead to the glass coverslip and
translating it some known distance while measuring the response of the photo-
detector. This can be easily done if the glass sample chamber is mounted on a
motorized microscope stage. Thus, a linear relation is obtained between the voltage
values recorded by the detector versus the applied nm displacements of the moving
stage and the slope of this dependence gives the V/nm detector sensitivity.

Besides the V/nm conversion, to obtain the force exerted on the trapped bead,
the trap stiffness (in pN/nm) needs also to be determined. One way to do this is by
applying a known external force on the bead that will be counterbalanced by the
trapping force [66]. This can be done by a viscous drag force generated by using the
motorized stage and shaking the sample chamber with a known velocity v13. Hence,
by moving the fluid past the bead that is stationary in the trap, the following drag
force is exerted according to Stokes’ law:

Fdrag = γv = 6πηrv (2.2)

where γ is the hydrodynamic drag coefficient, r is the radius of the spherical bead,
v is the velocity of the fluid flow (shaking chamber) and η is the viscosity of the
fluid.

By moving the stage at several controlled velocities and measuring the displace-
ments of the bead from the trap center as detector output voltages, one obtains
a displacement voltage output versus drag force graph that has a slope given in
units of V/pN. Using also the previously determined V/nm detector sensitivity, one
obtains the trap stiffness k in units of pN/nm.

Unfortunately, this method requires a known drag coefficient γ of the trapped
object and is prone to errors because the viscosity η of the medium depends on
the temperature that can vary due to heating coming from the trapping laser [62].
Moreover, the radius r of the bead varies within certain manufacturer limits and
also the viscous drag forces are highly influenced by the distance to nearby surfaces,
such as the glass walls of the sample chamber [80]. Since optical trapping occurs
near the surface14 of the first coverslip, such effects have to be considered during
force calibration. This is usually done by introducing a correction factor for the
proximity of the glass surface [33].

Another method for determining the trap stiffness is by using the equipartition
theorem and equating the thermal energy of one degree of freedom to the potential
elastic energy along one direction, as follows:

1

2
kBT =

1

2
kxσ

2
x (2.3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, kx is the trap stiffness along the x-axis and
σ2
x is the position variance of the trapped bead in the x-direction.

13A periodic movement of the motorized stage is done by applying a voltage sine wave.
14A strong decrease in the trapping force occurs with increasing distance from the first coverslip

of the chamber. This is believed to be determined by the spherical abberation of the trapping
beam [33].
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Hence by carefully following the thermal equilibrium fluctuations of the trapped
bead, a Gaussian-shaped position histogram is obtained, and determining the posi-
tion variance σ2

x makes also possible the extraction of the trap stiffness kx [66]. The
advantage of this method is that it does not require the determination of the drag
coefficient γ of the trapped bead, but it needs a position-calibrated photo-detector
device15. Unfortunately, the problem with this method is that any Gaussian-like
noise source will make the position histogram wider which will in the end trans-
late to a softer trap stiffness than the real one. To overcome this, a more accurate
method is the power spectrum analysis method, in which such noise sources can be
easily identified and excluded.

In the power spectrum method, the motion of the particle x(t) trapped in a
harmonic potential is described by the Langevin equation:

γẋ(t) + kx(t) = FT (t) (2.4)

where γ is the drag coefficient, k the trap stiffness and FT (t) is the thermal Brownian
force caused by the collisions with the surrounding medium (water) molecules. The
average value of the thermal Brownian force is zero, ⟨F (t)⟩=0, but its quadratic
value is non-zero, i.e. ⟨F (t)F (t′)⟩ = 2γkBTδ(t− t′).

After recording the position of the trapped particle x(t) over time and doing a
Fourier transform of |x(t)|2 to the frequency f -domain, the solution of the equation
(2.4) can be modelled in the form of a Lorentzian power spectrum P (f):

P (f) =
kBT

π2γ(f 2 + f 2
c )

(2.5)

where γ is the drag coefficient and fc is the so-called cut-off (corner) frequency
of the Lorentzian power spectrum. The corner frequency fc is related to the trap
stiffness k as follows:

fc =
k

2πγ
(2.6)

and shows that the drag force γẋ(t) sets a limit to how fast the trapped bead
can move in the liquid. In other words, the power spectrum shows us by how
much amplitude16 is the bead displaced from the center of the trap at a particular
frequency f and, as one can see in Figure 2.417, the power is constant18 for low
frequencies until the cornering frequency is reached and the bead can no longer
follow the thermal-induced motion.

Therefore, by fitting the measured power spectrum to a Lorentzian (equation
(2.5)), the trap stiffness k can be determined once the drag coefficient γ is also
known (equation 2.6). For a complete derivation of equations (2.5) and (2.6) the
reader is referred to consult [11].

In our experiments, for determining the trap stiffness values we used the method
described in [77], which combines the power spectrum method and the response
to a sinusoidal movement of the stage with velocity vdrive, frequency fdrive, and

15The V/nm conversion factor has to be known.
16In signal processing, the power of a signal is proportional to the square of the amplitude of

the signal.
17A power spectrum is shown here, but it contains an additional driving frequency peak caused

by the sinusoidal movement of the stage that in this particular case has to be ignored.
18it contains a flat noise background due to thermal motion
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Figure 2.4: Power spectrum of a trapped 1 µm silica bead in an optical trap with a
stiffness of ≈ 0.3 pN/nm. A driving frequency peak caused by the sinusoidal movement
of the piezo stage can be observed at a frequency of 20 Hz. Excluding this peak, the
power is constant for low frequencies until the cornering frequency (≈ 5000 Hz) is reached
and the bead can no longer follow the thermal-induced motion. By fitting (blue line) the
power spectrum to a Lorentzian, the cornering frequency is determined and hence, the
trap stiffness also.
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amplitude A. The advantages of this method are that it does not require the drag
coefficient γ of the particle for finding the trap stiffness and also it does not require
a pre-calibrated nm/V photo-detector, since the detector sensitivity is determined
within the same procedure.

In this case, the updated Langevin equation of the trapped particle contains
an additional force term, i.e. Fdrive = γvdrive that comes from the sinusoidal stage
movement, which induces the apparition of a delta function peak-term Presponse in
the power spectrum as follows:

Ptotal(f) = PT + Presponse =
kBT

π2γ(f 2 + f 2
c )

+
A2

2(1 + f 2
c /f

2
drive)

δ(f − fdrive) (2.7)

Such a power spectrum is shown in Figure 2.4, where the stage is moved in a
sinusoidal fashion with a frequency of 20 Hz.

While the Lorentzian term PT is used to determine the cornering frequency fc
and hence the trap stiffness k, the peak-term Presponse is used to determine the
nm/V calibration factor β, i.e. the detector sensitivity. The latter is done by
calculating how much power should be under the driving peak and comparing it
with the experimentally obtained one:

β =

√
Wth

Wex

(2.8)

where Wex is the integrated area under the driving peak and Wth is given by:

Wth =
A2

2(1 + f 2
c /fdrive

2)
(2.9)

and in this case all the parameters A, fc and fdrive are known. The only unknown
that remains is the drag coefficient γ that we want to circumvent when determining
the trap stiffness k. This is done by considering that:

D = β2Dvolts (2.10)

where β was already determined by (2.8) and D is the diffusion constant given by
the Stokes-Einstein relation as:

D =
kBT

γ
(2.11)

and that Dvolts can be obtained by fitting the Lorentzian power spectrum equation19

:

P (f) =
D

π2(f 2 + f 2
c )

(2.12)

to the experimentally obtained PSD. This fit determines both the cut-off frequency
fc and Dvolts. In this way the trap stiffness k can be obtained from:

k = 2πfc
kBT

β2Dvolts
(2.13)

where this equation is derived by using (2.11), (2.6) and (2.10).

19Which is just equation (2.5), now re-expressed by including the diffusion coefficient.
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2.1.5 Force experiments on a protein in a dumbbell assay

In this section we will summarize the necessary steps for obtaining a protein con-
struct that can be measured in a dual trap optical tweezers setup (more details in
Appendix C.4). Afterwards, we will present the different force assays that were em-
ployed for carrying the single-molecule measurements presented in this manuscript.

In our case, we wanted to quantify at the single molecule level the mechanical
properties of the talin/integrin bond, i.e. the binding between talin and integrin.
To study the binding and unbinding kinetics of two proteins under force, one has to
design a so-called fusion construct. This fusion construct consists of the two proteins
being linked together via an amino acid linker that needs to have the following two
main characteristics: it must be long enough to allow the binding sites of the two
proteins to find each other20 and it must have a ‘neutral’ sequence21 that will not
interfere with the measurements.

Integrin

Talin
ybbR

ybbR

ds DNA

ds DNA

AOD Piezo 

x1 x2

d: inter-trap distance 

Streptavidin

Biotin

anti-Digoxigenin

Digoxigenin

CoA-oligo
F3

F2 F1 F0

Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the dumbbell assay. The talin/integrin fusion con-
struct is anchored to 1 µm silica beads by using dsDNA handles. Fluorescent labelling
of the beads is illustrated by the green (fluorescently labelled) versus gray (unlabelled)
colour. One laser trap is AOD controlled, while the other trap is steered by a piezo-
actuated mirror. d is the distance between laser trap centers, while x1, x2 are the deflec-
tions of the beads from the trap centers.

Another important aspect that needs to be considered when designing the pro-
tein fusion construct is the pulling geometry, i.e. the direction of load propagation
during measurements22 . Two pulling points are mutated in the construct in the
form of either cysteines or as for most of our fusion constructs as ybbr-tags 23.

Once the protein was expressed and purified 24, it had to be coupled to micron-
sized beads that can be manipulated by the two optical traps (see Figure 2.5).

For this, the protein was incubated with short CoA-modified oligos25 (34 bp)
and afterwards, it was purified by using size exclusion chromatography to select

20The binding of the two proteins should not be constrained by the length of the linker.
21A combination of glycines and serines is often used.
22A pulling geometry that mimics the load propagation in a cell was considered.
23Other options are also available, see [79].
24All proteins investigated in this manuscript were expressed in E.Coli by standard recombinant

DNA techniques. This was done by the Protein Production Core Facility of the Max Planck
Institut for Biochemistry.

25The CoA-oligos reacted with the ybbR tags of the protein. The reaction was catalysed by an
Sfp-enzyme.
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the fraction containing mainly proteins with two bound oligos. The oligo-protein-
oligo sample was then further incubated with 180 nm long dsDNA linkers. These
so-called DNA handles had at one side a single-stranded overhang that could hy-
bridize together with the short oligos, while on the other side they carried either a
digoxigenin or biotin modification.

Once the handle-protein-handle sample was ready26, it was incubated with a
solution of streptavidin functionalized beads. The final step included the addition
of the second type of beads, i.e. anti-digoxigenin coated beads, and the resulting
solution27 was ready to be placed inside a glass chamber that could be mounted
into the optical trap setup. One bead of each type was trapped in the two optical
traps and a so-called dumbbell assay (see Figure 2.5) was formed by bringing the
two beads in proximity and letting the second anchor, i.e. the digoxigenin/anti-
digoxigenin bond form. While both bead types were mixed in solution, the anti-
digoxigenin beads were fluorescently labelled so they could be distinguished on an
EMCCD camera after shining a 532 nm laser on the sample chamber.

After the symmetric dumbbell assay was formed, several force assays were ap-
plied to the protein fusion construct and they are described in the following.

In constant velocity cycles (Figure 2.6A) the trap distance 28 is increased and
decreased subsequently and repeatedly at a set velocity value29 and the resulting
stretch-and-relax cycles give a characteristic unfolding-and-folding signature of the
fusion construct being investigated30. Besides revealing the size of the structural
elements being unfolded31 and their mechanical stabilities32 these measurements
also guide the optical trap user in improving the experimental conditions such that
the folding of the protein is optimum33.

Although it is possible to extract valuable kinetic and energetic parameters from
constant velocity cycles, a more elegant method employs the use of constant distance
or passive mode experiments. During such measurements, the distance between the
two laser traps is kept constant (Figure 2.6B) while the positions (x1, x2 – Figure
2.5) of the trapped beads relative to the trap centers are followed over time. When
the protein construct is fully folded, the dumbbell system is in a state of higher pre-

26It is also possible to attach the DNA handles in one step [23] to the protein construct without
using ss-oligos oligonucleotides, but the two-step method we employed is known to have a better
experimental yield as first demonstrated by Gebhardt et al.[73].

27During this step a scavenger system was also mixed in the solution. It is well known that
silica beads trapped in a high-intensity laser beam release free oxygen radicals that are damaging
for proteins. The scavenger system counteracts the negative effects of the oxygen radicals.

28During constant velocity experiments the trap distance is changed by the use of a piezo-mirror.
29Typical pull velocities values used in our measurements include: 20, 100, 200 and 500 nm/s.

A slower pull is always preferred to follow dynamic structural changes within the protein fusion
construct, while faster pulls are sometimes preferred to gather better statistics on the contour
length changes involved, although some unfolding/unbinding events can be poorly resolved.

30When the trap distance is increased enough, the force applied to the fusion construct also
increases and some of the structural domains cease to stay folded. Once an unfolding event
happens the beads move towards the laser trap centers and this movement is recorded as a force
relaxation.

31Contour length changes are obtained by fitting the data with appropriately adapted worm-
like-chain models – see Section 2.2

32The force values at which different unfolding events occur.
33Changing salt concentration, the addition of divalent ions, or even molecular chaperones are

sometimes necessary to keep the protein fusion construct folded during the running measurements.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration inspired from [48]. Force measurement assays employed in an
optical tweezers experiment: (A) constant velocity, (B) constant distance, and (C) jump
experiments.
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tension and the beads are pulled further away from the laser trap centers34. During
an unfolding/unbinding event the force across the dumbbell system drops to a lower
value and the beads relax more towards the laser trap centers 35. If these state
transitions are fast enough and are close to equilibrium for the set preload36, these
measurements allow the collection of several folding-unfolding (binding-unbinding)
events and the corresponding lifetimes (Figure 2.6B - right) can be determined. The
measurements can then be repeated for different inter-trap distance values and the
lifetimes can be obtained in dependence on force. Furthermore, jump experiments
(figure 2.6C) can be employed to obtain unfolding/unbinding lifetimes at higher
force levels that cannot be accessed in normal constant distance measurements.
The binding of talin to integrin has a dramatically low occurrence when the bond
is probed at high forces. Jump assay experiments overcome this by a rapid change
of the trap position and hence of the force bias applied on the bond. We induced
the bond formation by jumping at a low force level (low trap distance) and once
the talin/integrin bond is formed, we measure its lifetime after jumping back at
high forces (high trap distance). This rapid change of trap position during jump
experiments was achieved with the help of an AOD-steered37 optical trap38.

2.2 Data evaluation and employed models

2.2.1 Elastic behaviour of polymers

When an optical trap pulls on a biopolymer, it basically confines the polymer to
a state having a certain extension. Due to the thermal motion of the molecules
within the polymer, the natural tendency of the polymer is to constantly explore
states of different extensions. Therefore, this tendency of a random walker is now
attenuated by the clamping force exerted by the optical trap and the polymer
responds to this with an entropic restoring force39 that has its origins in the 2nd law
of thermodynamics. This is basically the description of a so-called entropic spring.

The main readout of a single-molecule experiment is the force applied to the
biopolymer versus its resulting extension (F vs. Xend−to−end), and one requires a
model that can determine the polymer’s intrinsic contour length LC

40 from such
force measurements (see Figure 2.7).

While most biopolymers behave like a spring at low force (F ·X << kB · T and
X << LC) and stretch linearly, as they approach the maximum extension (X ≈ Lc)
the force required to stretch them further increases sharply to high values. Since
most single-molecule experiments involve forces way above the Hookean regime, a
new model had to be implemented, one that would be able to describe the non-linear
elasticity of biopolymers at high forces.

34Figure 2.5 - x1 and x2 have higher values.
35Figure 2.5: x1 and x2 go to lower values.
36A fixed distance between the laser traps imposes an average force level that is sensed by the

protein construct.
37AOD stands for acousto-optic deflector.
38AODs are fast optical devices that can steer the position of a laser beam on a 10 µs time scale

[41].
39This force is opposite to the force applied by the optical trap.
40LC is equal to number of monomers * distance per monomer, 0.365 nm/aa and 0.338 nm/bp for

B-form DNA (not overstreched). B-DNA is the typical form of dsDNA at physiological conditions.
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understanding. (B) A typical force vs. extension trace. The models used for fitting the
different regions of the force curve are indicated.

One such successful model is the worm-like chain model (WLC) [18] that is
basically represented by the following interpolation formula:

FWLC(X, [LP , LC , T ]) =
kBT

LP

[
X

LC

− 1

4
+

1

4

(
1− X

LC

)−2
]

(2.14)

where LP is the persistence length41, LC is the contour length, and X is the end-
to-end extension of the polymer, respectively. kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and
T is the absolute temperature.

It is worth noting that equation (2.14) exhibits several regimes: when X << LC

the force-extension relation follows one of a linear Hookean spring (the polymer
is unwrapped from its entropic conformation), while as X ≈ LC the dependence
becomes quadratic (polymer gets deformed) and when X = LC the force diverges
to high values (the polymer is broken).

The WLC42 model characterizes unfolded proteins quite well43 but in the case
of the dsDNA, it fails at high forces. This is because the WLC model characterizes
polymers as purely entropic springs that are unable to extend above their contour
length. Nevertheless, for double-stranded DNA an overstretching transition occurs
[71] (0.58 nm/bp, 70% longer than B-form dsDNA) at a force of ≈ 65 pN during
which its contour length is almost doubled. While at lower forces (< 10 pN) the
dsDNA respects the inextensibility constraint and the WLC model is able to char-
acterize well dsDNA force-extension curves in this regime, for higher forces (> 10
pN) a clear deviation of the model is observed44.

The extensible worm-like chain (eWLC) model [81], an extension of the WLC
model, characterizes this overstreching behaviour of dsDNA by introducing an elas-
tic stretch modulus K. The new eWLC interpolation formula takes into account

41The persistence length is related to the bending properties of a polymer. Two molecules
within the polymer that are placed at a distance larger than LP move independently of each other
- their motion is not correlated.

42The polymer is modeled as an isotropic, elastic and continuum rod.
43ssDNA and RNA are also characterized well by the WLC model.
44Overstreching B-DNA to S-DNA. This transition is also affected by the ionic strength of the

medium.
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this enthalpic contribution of DNA elasticity and reads as follows:

FeWLC(X, [LP , LC , T,K]) =
kBT

LP

[
X

LC

− 1

4
+

1

4

(
1− X

LC

+
F

K

)−2

− F

K

]
(2.15)

where variable notation45 is similar to equation (2.14), except the additional elastic
stretch modulus K.

2.2.2 Evaluation of constant velocity cycles

A typical constant velocity cycle is shown in Figure 2.7B. Since our trap construct
is made of a fusion between dsDNA handles and protein the fitting procedure is
done as follows: the first part of the pull cycle is describing the stretching of DNA
handles, while the protein is fully folded. This part is fitted by an eWLC model
(see equation (2.15)) and the persistence length LP (DNA), elasticity K(DNA),
and contour length LC(DNA) of the dsDNA handles are obtained46. The second
and following parts of the pull cycle describe the stretching of the DNA handles
and of the already unfolded protein domain(s) (multiple drops in force across the
cycle indicate multiple protein domain unfoldings). These parts of the pull cycle
are fitted by using an eWLC model (for DNA handles) in series with a WLC model
(for the unfolded polypeptide). Basically, after an unfolding event has occurred, the
force curve following this event describes the stretching behaviour of the dsDNA
handles and the unfolded protein (polypeptide), both feeling the same force and
undergoing extensions that add up together. Therefore, we invert the two equations
in x(F ) (2.14 and 2.15) and let the sum of the two extension contributions as a free
parameter, while setting a fixed value of 0.7 nm for the persistence length of the
polypeptide47.

Regarding our typical fitting results, certain remarks have to be made. In the
case of our DNA handles, we usually obtain a persistence length in the range of 15-
30 nm, while the literature value for double-stranded DNA is ≈ 50 nm [81]. This
decrease in DNA persistence length values can be attributed to the fact that we
are using short DNA handles (≈ 175nm contour length per handle) in comparison
to the 1 µm bead size. The DNA is stuck on the bead surface and the rotational
fluctuations of the beads in the laser traps induce additional elastic contributions
[69]. This parasitic bead elasticity brings down the elasticity contribution of the
DNA handles and this results in a decrease in the DNA persistence length. Regard-
ing the DNA elasticity values, they are in the range of 600 - 1100 pN, while the
reported value is ≈ 1100 pN [81]. The DNA elasticity value48 was observed to be
dependent on the choice of the trap instrument (measurements were performed at
two different instruments) and we speculate this is highly dependent on the optical
alignment state of the instrument. For example, the two beads may be trapped
in slightly different z-trapping planes. During the pull cycle, while the horizontal

45Note: all variables are now characterizing the dsDNA handles, i.e. we are talking about LP ,
LC and K of DNA and not of protein.

46These are the free parameters of the fit, sometimes we also give fix values for LP and K and
check how the fit has performed.

47For a polypeptide (unfolded protein) persistence length of 0.7 nm we expect an increase in
contour length of 0.365 nm per amino acid.

48Denoted by K.
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distance between the traps is changed also the two trapping planes are shifted more
and more with respect to each other. This behaviour will also create an elasticity
contribution that will bring down the value of DNA elasticity modulus, K.

Finally the expected contour length of the handles is 371 nm and a ± 10 nm
deviation from this value is usually tolerated. Nevertheless, one should be careful
when obtaining a higher contour length value of the DNA handles. This usually
indicates the presence of already unstructured (unfolded) regions of the protein
contained in the first part of the pull cycle. If this is the case, lower DNA persistence
length and DNA elasticity values are also obtained.

2.2.3 Energy landscape theory

The second law of thermodynamics states that the combined entropy of a system
and its surroundings increases during a spontaneous process and is maximum once
equilibrium is reached. For constant temperature and pressure49, the statement of
the second law can be adapted in describing only the system as follows: the Gibbs
free energy of a system decreases during a spontaneous process50 until it reaches
an equilibrium minimum. In the case of protein folding, the native-folded confor-
mation of a protein is represented by the global minimum free energy state, a state
that unfolded polypeptide reaches after passing through a series of folding interme-
diates51(see Figure 2.8 ). Although proteins travel on complex energy landscapes
before reaching their native-folded state [61], a simple two-state model is usually
employed by force spectroscopy experiments to describe the folding process. In such
a model, protein folding is described as an energy barrier crossing process between
the folded and unfolded states of the protein. The free energy of the protein is
plotted as a function of the protein end-to-end distance and the influence of force
on altering this 1-dimensional potential landscape is studied52. The native-folded
and unfolded states are represented by two free energy minima that are separated
in between by a free energy maximum that corresponds to a meta-stable transition
state. Besides determining the transition state position relative to the native-folded
and unfolded state, the models extrapolate also the rates of folding and unfolding
at zero force. These zero-force rates can then be compared to values obtained from
bulk experiments that use other denaturants [56] than force (e.g. urea) to study
the problem of folding53. Moreover, single molecule studies in which the combined
effects of force and chemical denaturants are used simultaneously to investigate
protein folding have become a recent trend. In a chemo-mechanical unfolding [44]
study, one can characterize the folding process better, by probing multiple struc-
tural parameters54 and getting an improved dimensional view of the folding energy
landscape55[43].

49These are typical conditions during a biochemical process.
50A spontaneous process requires no additional energy input to occur.
51Represented by local free energy minima
52By choosing multiple pulling geometries a more detailed protein folding landscape is slowly

reconstructed.
53Care has to be taken during comparison since the pulling geometry can greatly influence the

single-molecule experimental results.
54The change in end-to-end distance and solvent accessible surface area.
55Parallel unfolding pathways were identified in a chemo-mechanical unfolding study of the src

SH3 domain protein .
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Figure 2.8: (A) Representation of free energy landscapes [53]. Top: An idealized funnel-
shaped landscape that models a simple two-state folding process. Bottom: A rugged
energy landscape. The unfolded polypeptide travels through a series of intermediate
conformations before reaching the final native-folded state. (B) A 1-dimensional two-
state energy landscape used in interpreting single-molecule force spectroscopy data. The
free energy is plotted as a function of a reaction coordinate - typically the end-to-end
distance between the pulling points. The folded and unfolded states are shown as two
energy minima with an energy maximum in between - this is the transition state barrier.
The application of force alters the shape of the landscape and favours the unfolded state
of the protein.
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2.2.4 The Zhurkov-Bell Model

One of the most common models used in interpreting single molecule force spec-
troscopy data is the Zhurkov-Bell model. This model was first formulated by
Zhurkov [88] 56 and then adopted by George Bell, who was the first one to apply it
in a biological context57[10]. Later on, Evans and Richie derived the model58 using
Kramer’s theory and provided the theoretical framework that made this model po-
pular for protein folding data [32]. The model is basically expressed by the following
equation:

kunfolding(F ) = A exp

(
−△G0

TS − F△xTS

kBT

)
(2.16)

= kunfolding(F = 0) exp

(
F△xTS

kBT

)
where △G0

TS is the height of the unperturbed (F = 0) free energy barrier opposing
the protein unfolding, △xTS = xTS−xF

59 is the distance between the native-folded
state of the protein and the transition state and A is the attempt frequency60.

As seen in Figure 2.8, the force tilts the energy landscape of the protein and low-
ers its transition energy barrier61 by an amount equal to F△xTS

62 - this increases
the probability of the molecule being in an unfolded state. By measuring the un-
folding rates at different forces one can extrapolate the position of the transition
state relative to the folded state △xTS = xTS − xF and also the force-free rate of
unfolding63.

Similarly, the model can be applied for characterizing the folding pathway:

kfolding(F ) = A exp

(
−△G0

TS + F△xTS

kBT

)
(2.17)

= kfolding(F = 0) exp

(
−F△xTS

kBT

)
where in this case △xTS = xU − xTS.

Although the model is intuitive and simple, its naive thermal-activation picture
suffers from several drawbacks64 that have to be addressed.

First of all, the model assumes a force-independent, fixed position for the tran-
sition state. While this assumption can be made in the case of a folded protein,65,66

56For studying the stability of solid materials subjected to stretching forces.
57For modelling cell adhesion rates subjected to hydrodynamic stress.
58The model is also known as the Bell-Evans model.
59This potential width can be regarded as a measure of force sensitivity
60Typically an arbitrary value between 106 − 109.
61This view is valid for the unfolding pathway.
62Depending on whether the unfolding or folding pathway is considered, F△xTS is a term

characterizing either the work performed on the protein to unfold it to the transition state or the
work perfomed by the unfolded polypeptide to compress to the transition state, respectively

63These are basically the two free parameters used in fitting the kinetic-force data.
64Lead to error when extrapolatig rates at zero-force; unfolding rates are underestimated, while

folding rates are overestimated
65Folded proteins behave like hard plastic, due to the numerous and strong short-ranged inter-

actions.
66The Zhurkov-Bell model will still produce good results for the unfolding pathway, but it will

fail in describing the folding pathway.
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it definitely fails in the case of an unfolded polypeptide67. For folded proteins, the
force-induced stretching is minimal, but in the case of unfolded polypeptides, it
follows the WLC model (see equation (2.14)). Therefore, at least for characterizing
the folding pathway one has to consider a force-dependent position of the transition
state barrier68.

Additionally, our assay contains flexible tethers such as dsDNA handles, and
beads and the energetic contribution of these elements has to be considered. There-
fore, the resulting stretching △xTS characterizes the whole system and not only the
protein itself.

2.2.5 The Berkemeier-Schlierf Model

For analyzing our constant-distance kinetic data, we used a model69 developed by
Schlierf et al. [67] and adapted by Gebhardt et al. [35] for optical tweezer applica-
tions. This model is an extension of the Zhurkov-Bell model where the elasticity of
the complete system is considered in order to give a more refined force-dependent
transition barrier70. Therefore, the influence of force on the energy barrier height
is calculated by taking into account the energy difference of all components, i.e.
trapped beads, DNA handles, and unfolded polypeptide. Moreover, the distance to
the transition state T relative to the folded i state or unfolded j state71 depends on
the force where the transition happens and follows a WLC extension 72.

For a general i → j transition, the force-dependent rate kij(F ) is given by:

kij(F ) = kij(F = 0) · exp
(
−△GiT (Fi = F, FT )

kBT

)
(2.18)

where △GiT (Fi = F, FT ) is the free energy difference between the i state and the
transition T state. How this free energy difference is computed will be explained in
the following section.

2.2.6 Free energy contributions of the dumbell components

During a typical constant distance experiment, the distance between the two laser
traps is maintained constant, while the displacement of the beads from the trap
centers is followed over time. Assuming that the system fluctuates between two
states i and j73 while passing the transition state T , the following will be valid.

67One can imagine that the force will easily extend the end-to-end distance xU of a zero-force,
random coil polypeptide to that of a stretched-under-force polypeptide.

68In general, the shifts in positions (see Figure 2.8B.) of the folded state xF and unfolded state
xB depend inversely proportional on the local curvature of the potential, i.e. the steeper the
potential well, the lower is the effect of force on moving the state position. The folded-state
potential is considered to have a steep and rigid shape that makes the position xF less force
dependent

69The model was first developed for analyzing AFM data
70The change in transition state position as function of force is mainly determined in this model

by considering the energetic contribution of the unfolded polypeptide.
71Notice the change in notation.
72The distance to TS increases for both unfolding and refolding pathways.
73i-j: folded - unfolded or bound - unbound.
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At equilibrium the occupancy probabilities Pi(Fi) and Pj(Fj) of the two system
74

states follow the Boltzmann distribution:

Pj(Fj)

Pi(Fi)
= exp

(
−Gij(Fi, Fj)

kBT

)
(2.19)

where Gij(Fi, Fj) = Gj(Fj)−Gi(Fi) is the energy difference of the complete system
between the states i and j.

The total free energy Gi of the dumbell system in state i at force F is the sum
of the following components:

Gi(F ) = Ei +Gbeads(F ) +GDNA(F ) +Gpep
i (F ) (2.20)

where Ei is the intrinsic free energy of the protein in state i, Gbeads is the free energy
stored in the beads, GDNA is the free energy of the stretched DNA and Gpep

i is the
free energy of the stretched polypeptide (unfolded protein).

Since the same force acts on both traps, we will reduce our bead-DNA-protein-
DNA-bead system to an equivalent bead-DNA-protein system. Note that in this
case, the effective bead deflection xeffective = x1+x2 = F · ( 1

k1
+ 1

k2
), while the DNA

contour length is doubled. Moreover, during our constant distance measurements,
the force is not constant since the beads move relative to the laser trap centers as
the protein pulls on them 75. Although the trap stiffness is small and this translates
into a small force change, the effect of changing forces is considered in our following
calculations.

Each of the free energy terms is given by the following equations:

Gbead(F ) =
1

2
xi(Fi)Fi (2.21)

this is the expression of the Hookean energy stored in the bead after it was displaced
at a distance xi from laser trap center and being subjected to an end-force Fi.

GDNA(F ) =

∫ xeWLC(Fi)

0

FeWLC(x
′
)dx

′
(2.22)

Gpep(F ) =

∫ xWLC(Fi)

0

FWLC(x
′
)dx

′
(2.23)

The GDNA and Gpep are calculated by integrating the eWLC (2.15) and WLC
(2.14) force vs. extension dependencies76.

Coming back to the energy difference Gij(Fi, Fj) of the complete system be-
tween states i(Fi) and j(Fj), this can be expressed as the energy differences of the
individual components:

Gij(Fi, Fj) = Eij +Gbead
ij (Fi, Fj) +GDNA

ij (Fi, Fj) +Gpep
ij (Fi, Fj) (2.24)

74Here the entire dumbbell system is considered, not only the protein.
75We already assumed that each state i and j has a different pretension Fi and Fj .
76After running a HMM algorithm, the data points from constant distance traces are assigned

to e.g. either state i or state j and the extension and force levels of the states (xi,j and Fi,j)
are determined by a Gaussian fitting procedure. The extension values xi,j are actually equal to
the bead displacements, while the integration limits used for determining GDNA and Gpep can be
calculated by the inverting equations (2.15) and (2.14), respectively. All other elastic parameters
are estimated from the force calibration procedures or from the WLC fits to the constant velocity
unfolding traces.
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Thus, using equations (2.19) and (2.24) one can already determine from a single
constant distance trace the force independent folding energy :

Eij = −kBT · ln
(
Pj(xj, Fj)

Pi(xi, Fi)

)
−Gbead

ij (Fi, Fj)−GDNA
ij (Fi, Fj)−Gpep

ij (Fi, Fj) (2.25)

Applying equation (2.25) to several constant distance traces, one can obtain an
average value of the intrinsic folding free energy Eij. Nevertheless, a more elegant
and more precise method to determine Eij is to do a probability versus force plot
in which state probabilities Pij from several constant distance traces are included
and fitted at once (see Figure 2.9). Considering that sum of the state probabilities
of each trace is equal to one and using equation (2.19), the following is obtained:

Pi(Fi) =
1

1 +
∑

i ̸=j exp
(
−Gij(Fi,Fj)

kBT

)
=

1

1 +
∑

i ̸=j exp
(
−Eij+Gdevice

ij (Fi,Fj)

kBT

) (2.26)

where Gdevice
ij is equal to the previously determined force-dependent energy contri-

butions of the dumbbell elements, i.e. DNA, beads and unfolded polypeptide.

Therefore using equation (2.26), a global fit can be applied to the probability
versus force plot (Figure 2.9) by keeping Eij as the only free parameter. An ad-
vantage of this method is that it minimizes the error of energy calculation. The
most relevant source of uncertainty in determining the free energy Eij by using
this method is represented by the stiffness calibration error of the trap. This is
estimated to give a relative error of 10% in the energy calculation.

Another important concept that is used in this manuscript is the so-called mid-
point force F1/2. This is the force at which the two probability branches shown in
Figure 2.9 intersect and it gives a good estimate of the folding/binding stability of
the protein construct being investigated. It is also important to note that a pair
of probability points obtained in a single constant distance measurement (black
points - Figure 2.9) is not aligned in force. This happens because in our constant
distance assay we keep only the distance between the laser traps constant, while
the force sensed by the dumbbell system varies as the protein construct changes its
conformational state: the levels of the folded/bound and unfolded/unbound states
are different.

2.2.7 Extraction of average lifetimes and corresponding rates
from constant distance traces

One of the challenges of single-molecule data analysis is to provide a precise quan-
titative description of multi-state hopping traces that occur in a variety of single-
molecule methods, i.e. single-molecule FRET and single-molecule force spectroscopy.
Such kinetic records provide excellent thermodynamic data that can be used to re-
construct the energy landscape profile of the biomolecule and to characterize its
corresponding conformational changes.
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Figure 2.9: Binding/folding and unbinding/unfolding probabilities as a function of force.
Data obtained from several constant distance measurements of a talin/integrin fusion
construct. Each pair of points is obtained from a single constant distance trace. Such a
pair of points (see selected black pair) is not aligned in force because the force levels of
the bound/folded and unbound/unfolded states are different. This also explains why the
global fits (solid lines) intersect at a probability value not equal to 0.5.

The challenge of analysing such traces boils down to two things: determine
the number of states and also the average time intervals between them. While
in some cases a simple threshold method can be employed for discriminating be-
tween the states, this becomes problematic when the signal-to-noise ratio is not
good enough. In the case of optical tweezer recordings, this happens especially
for low-force recordings (< 2-3 pN) where the thermal noise becomes a dominant
component.

Therefore, a more probabilistic approach is preferred for analysing such record-
ings and not only. Sometimes it is hard to decide whether a spike present in the
recording is just noise or an actual transition signal of the molecule. Hence, the
issue of missed events arises.

For analysing our constant distance and jump assay traces, we used a Hidden-
Markov-Model (HMM) approach as described in [72]. Briefly, this method uses
probabilistic arguments to assign each data point77 to a hidden state. Thus, the
molecule follows a randomMarkov process during which it can transition between its
hidden states by following certain transition probabilities and has certain emission
probabilities to output certain observable values. In other words, the HMM provides
us with a most likely sequence of hidden states that is best able to match our
sequence of observations. In the case of our optical tweezers measurements, the
observable values are basically the deflection of the beads relative to the trap centers
as the molecule folds and unfolds over time.

The analysis is done by fixing the number of states and also the transition
probabilities between them. Moreover, the force versus time traces are discretized
into 50 to 100 force bins and the initial emission probabilities are determined by
Gaussian fittings to the resulting force histograms. The emission probabilities are

77The HMM analysis is performed on the raw 30 kHz data and not on the smoothed one.
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then optimized by several runs of the forward-backward algorithm until just a few
data points are reclassified. For more details, please consult [72].

Once this HMM state assignment is complete, the resulting dwell times are
plotted in a normalized cumulative probability distribution as shown in for example
in Figure 3.5B, D. Doing so, binning artifacts are avoided. For a simple one-step
reversible reaction as the binding/unbinding process of the talin/integrin bond, the
distribution is expected to be single exponential. Hence, the following expression
(see [72]) is used for fitting:

p(t) =
exp(−kt)− exp(−kτmin)

exp(−kτmax)− exp(−kτmin)
(2.27)

where p(t) is the probability that the lifetime of an event is less or equal than t,
τmin, and τmax are corrections for missed events due to bandwidth limitations of the
instrument (see [72]). While τmin depends on the trap spring constant as well as on
the applied force bias at which the constant distance trace is recorded, τmax is set
equal to the length of the recorded time trace.

The resulting fit of equation (2.27) returns the force-dependent rate constant
k = ki(F ) of the state i at force value F . Both on-rates (binding/closing) and
off-rates (unbinding/opening) are determined in this way.

In the cases where two different states of the system show up at equal trap-
deflection values (as in recordings done in the presence of solution added kindlin2
- see Figure 3.5A) and return a double exponential distribution (Figure 3.5B), the
following equation is used for fitting:

p2(t) =
A·exp(−k1t)+(1−A)·exp(−k2t)−A·exp(−k1τmin)−(1−A)·exp(−k2τmin)

A·exp(−k1τmax)+(1−A)·exp(−k2τmax)−A·exp(−k1τmin)−(1−A)·exp(−k2τmin)
(2.28)

Equation (2.28) represents the sum of two exponential with amplitudes A and
(1 − A) and rate constants k1 and k2, respectively. The amplitudes reflect in this
case the relative occurrence of the two states.

In all cases, the errors in the rates are calculated using the Jackknife method
[29].
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Chapter 3

Results

Integrin-mediated adhesion is essential for multicellular life. A key event in the
regulation of integrin-mediated mechano-transduction is the large conformational
change that switches integrins from an inactive (closed) state to an active (open)
state that has ligand binding capabilities (Figure 3.1A). Activation of integrins oc-
curs through the cooperative action of two cytosolic proteins namely, talin and
kindlin. While talin is a crucial player in integrin activation and connects to
actin with the help of vinculin [7, 46], kindlin also connects to the cytoskeleton via
integrin-linked-kinase and migfilin [58]. However, the affinities of these activators to
the integrin tail are low [52, 2]. Therefore, it becomes unclear how such low-affinity
interactions are able able to provide a stable bond capable of transmitting forces
across the membrane.

In the present study, we designed several fusion constructs that contain an in-
tegrin β-tail fused via a peptide linker to a talin head domain (Figure 3.1B) and
performed single-molecule mechanical measurements. To study the effect of kindlin
on the talin/integrin bond, we performed our measurement also in the presence of
solution-added kindlin.

3.1 The talin/integrin bond is mechanically weak

In this section, we investigate the mechanical properties of several talin/integrin
pairs: talin2/β1D, talin2/β1A, talin1/β1A, and talin1/β1D1. To this end, we fused
the integrin β1-tail to the full head domain of talin (THD) using a peptide linker
containing 75 unstructured amino acid residues (for sequences see Appendix C.3).
The construct was designed such that the force is applied at the membrane-proximal
part of the integrin tail as it likely occurs in a cell (Figure 3.1A). The other point
of force application was chosen at the N-terminus of the F0 domain of the talin
head2. Two DNA handles (170 nm in length) were attached to the points of force
application and pulled in an optical trap (see Figure 2.5).

The first talin/integrin pair investigated in our study is the talin2/β1D. This
isoform pair has a higher affinity than any other wild-type talin/integrin pair [2]

1In mammals, there are only two talin isoforms, i.e. talin1 and talin2, while the integrin β1
isoform has 4 additional splice variants, β1A-D. More details in section 1.2.2.

2Fusion constructs in which the talin head domain was pulled at the N-termini of the F3
domain were also investigated. Nevertheless, we preferred pulling from the N-termini of the talin
F0-domain to check the folding characteristics of the entire talin head domain.
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Figure 3.1: (A) Illustration showing the inside-out activation of integrins by talin and
kindlin. Talin and kindlin bind the integrin β-cytoplasmic tail and switch the integrin
heterodimer from an inactive (closed conformation) state to an active (open conformation)
state. After activation, the affinity of integrins to fibronectin increases substantially,
making integrins able to provide a transmembrane connection between the extracellular
matrix and the cytoskeleton. Force application across the talin/integrin bond is indicated
by red arrows. (B) Fusion construct designed to study the mechanical stability of the
talin/integrin bond. The integrin β-tail was fused to the talin full head domain using a
peptide linker

and gave the first structure of talin3 bound to a full-length integrin β tail [3]. It is
found mainly in striated muscle cells in the myotendinous junction4, a high-stress
environment that explains the need for a tight connection. Although it is the most
stable isoform pair, the reported Kd value of 36± 2.3 µM [2] still points towards a
relatively weak and dynamic bond.

A typical force vs. extension trace (constant velocity cycle) for a talin2/β1D
construct is shown in Figure 3.2A. Once the stretching is initiated and the force load
rises (DNA is fully stretched), dynamic fluctuations can be observed at extensions
around 330 nm and 5 pN force (see Figure 3.2A, inset). These are rapid fluctu-
ations between two states that are separated in contour length space by a value
of ∆LWLC = (25.4 ± 0.3) nm (from N=34 WLC fits). This value is in agreement
with the length gain expected from unfolding the 75 amino acids linker, which is
used for connecting the talin head domain to the integrin tail in the fusion con-
struct. Thus, this dynamic signal corresponds to subsequent opening/closing (dis-
sociation/association) events of the talin/integrin bond. Therefore, we can already
conclude that the talin/integrin bond is weak and dynamic, requiring only small
forces of around 4.5 pN to break. At higher extension values (stretching forces)
and after the peptide linker is unfolded, we observe 4 more consecutive unfolding
peaks. The obtained contour length values are between 28 to 38 nm, and they
match the expected length gains when the FERM domains of the talin head unfold
subsequently. More details regarding the unfolding contour lengths of the talin head
FERM domains are found in Appendix A.2.

3Talin F2 and F3 domains.
4Is the interface between muscle and tendon, where the force is transmitted between the two

tissues.
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Figure 3.2: Unfolding signatures of talin/integrin fusion constructs. 30 kHz raw data is
displayed as a gray background. The data was smoothed with a running average of 15
points (black trace). The dashed lines are WLC fits that determine the contour length
changes of subsequent unfolding events. A zoom into the low force/extension region is
shown as an inset. (A) Force versus extension trance of talin2/β1D fusion construct.
Once the stretching is initiated and the force load increases, a dynamic flipping signal is
observed at extension values around 330 nm (see inset). This represents the association
and dissociation of the talin/integrin bond and is correlated to the stretching of the
peptide linker (see schematics). After the bond dissociates, consecutive unfoldings of
the talin head FERM domains (F0-3) are observed. (B) Force versus extension trace of
talin2/β1A fusion construct. Rapid fluctuations of the talin/integrin bond are observed
at extension values around 320 nm (see inset). As the extension values increase, two
consecutive talin FERM domains are observed to unfold. (C) Force versus extension trace
of talin1/β1A fusion construct. No binding signal of the talin/integrin bond is observed
at extension values around 330 nm (see inset). Four consecutive talin FERM domains
are observed to unfold at higher extension values. (D) Force versus extension trace of
talin1/β1D pair. Rapid fluctuations of the talin/integrin bond and three consecutive talin
FERM domain unfoldings are observed (compare A, B).
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Figure 3.3: Constant distance measurements of talin/integrin pairs. HMM analysis (al-
ways performed on unfiltered 30 KHz raw data) allows a colour-state assignment of the
data points: red = open/unbound state of talin/integrin bond; purple = closed/bound
state of talin/integrin bond. Smoothed data is shown as black traces. These traces follow
the state assignment done by the HMM analysis: a closed/bound state has a higher mean
force level, while an open/unbound state has a more relaxed, lower mean force level. (A)
Equilibrium traces of the talin2/β1D pair recorded at increasing (top to bottom) biasing
forces. Black traces are data smoothed by running an average of 101 points. (B) Equili-
brium traces of talin1/β1D (top), talin2/β1A (middle), and talin1/β1A (bottom) bonds.
The strength of the binding of talin1/β1A bond is too weak to be distinguished from the
thermal noise and cannot be resolved by our optical-tweezer setup. Black traces are data
smoothed by a running average factor of 50 points for the talin1/β1D recording and of
30 points for the talin2/β1A and talin1/β1A recordings.

To extract further kinetic and energetic parameters of the talin2/β1D bond,
we performed passive mode experiments (see Figure 3.3A) where we held the two
laser traps at a constant distance and subjected the fusion construct to a constant
average force bias. The trap distance was set to values such that the kinetics of the
rapid opening/closing of the bond could be followed.

By keeping constant the distance between the laser traps, the variation of the
force signal is followed over time as the fusion construct changes its conformation:
an unbound/open state corresponds to a lower force signal (red state), while a
bound/closed state is characteristic of a higher force signal (purple state). At
a low force bias (Figure 3.3A, top trace) the construct is mainly in the bound
state (purple) with a few excursions to the unbound state (red). By increasing the
preload, the two states become equally populated (Figure 3.3A, middle trace), while
a further increase (Figure 3.3A, bottom trace) shifts the construct into an unbound
(red) state mainly. Ten to twenty seconds long constant distant traces are already
sufficient to obtain statistically significant lifetimes of the two states and quantify
the force-altered kinetics.

Results obtained from several constant distance measurements of the talin2/β1D
bond performed at different biasing forces are displayed in Figure 3.4A and D. The
binding and unbinding rates are plotted in dependence of force (see Figure 3.4A) and
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extrapolated to zero load using the Berkemeier-Schlierf model (see Section 2.2.5).
The extrapolations (solid lines) yield a binding rate of kbinding = (2135± 432)/s
and an unbinding rate of kunbinding = (5.4± 0.6)/s at 0 pN. This result shows that,
even in the absence of load, the talin/integrin bond is dynamic, with an aver-
age lifetime of just 0.19 s. Moreover, the extrapolations also yield the contour
length differences from the bound/unbound states to the transition state5 (TS):
∆Lbound,TS = −(7.7± 1.2) nm and ∆Lunbound,TS = (15.3± 1.6) nm. The fact that
these relative transition state positions closely add6 up to the contour length in-
crease determined from the force-extension traces by using the WLC model serves
as validation for the models being used.

Besides the force-biased kinetics, the binding and unbinding probabilities were
also obtained in dependence of force (see Figure 3.4D). Using the global fit de-
scribed by equation (2.26) a binding free energy of Eprobabilities

binding = (5.4± 0.5) kBT is
obtained7. The result agrees within the error range with the binding energy ob-
tained from the ratio of the zero-force rates8 Erates

binding = (6.1± 0.5) kBT. This fact
serves as further validation for the rate-extrapolation model.

Next, we tested other combinations of talin/integrin pairs. The talin2/β1A pair
is found in tissues such as kidney and brain [17] and reveals a weaker binding signal
than the talin2/β1D pair. Nevertheless, we can still resolve its fluctuations between
the bound and unbound states, albeit with lower lifetimes of the bound state (see
Figure 3.3B, middle trace). The force-dependent rate plots display on-rates that
are similar to those obtained for the talin2/β1D bond, while the off-rates are faster
by a factor of 7. The extrapolated zero-force on-rates and off-rates are 1239± 151/s
and 38.6± 20.1/s, respectively.

Surprisingly, for the ubiquitously expressed talin1/β1A pair [17] we could not
detect a binding signal (Figure 3.3B, bottom) above the thermal noise threshold
of the setup, but only the open conformation. This was also revealed by force-
extension curves that displayed only the unfoldings of the talin head domains but
no transition at low force (see Figure 3.2C, inset). In the case of physiologically
not occurring combination talin1/β1D, we could observe rapid binding/unbinding
transitions (Figure 3.3B, top and Figure 3.2D, inset), with rates (Figure 3.4C) and
binding free energies (Figure 3.4F) between those of talin2/β1D (Figure 3.4D) and
talin2/β1A (Figure 3.4E).

A similar conclusion in terms of bond strength comparison can be reached by
simply evaluating the midpoint force9 values at which the probability versus force
branches intersect. The midpoint force in the case of the talin2/β1D bond is ≈
5 pN, which is almost 1 pN higher than the values characterizing the other two
isoform bonds for which a detectable binding signal could be observed10.

A summary of the kinetic and energetic parameters for all the talin/integrin
bonds is provided in Tables B.1 and B.2. Also the protein contour length changes

5These are distances measured in contour length to which the system has to contract/extend
before binding/unbinding over the barrier occurs.

6∆LWLC
∼= |∆Lbound,TS| ± |∆Lunbound,TS|

7a 10% error is considered for the free energy calculation using the global-fit method (see
Section 2.2.6). This is determined by the stiffness calibration error of the trap.

8Erates
binding = kBT · ln

(
kbinding

kunbinding

)
0 pN

9For a description of this concept see Section 2.2.6.
10The talin2/β1A bond is slightly weaker than the talin1/β1D bond
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Figure 3.4: Rate and probability versus force plots of the talin/integrin bonds. Each pair
of points is obtained from a constant distance trace of 1 molecule. In the case of rate plots
solid lines represent extrapolations of the rates at zero-load using the Berkemeier-Schlierf
model (see Section 2.2.5), while in probability plots they are global fits (see equation 2.26)
that yield the intrinsic binding free energy of the bond. (A), (B), (C) Binding/closing
(red) and unbinding/opening (purple) rates as a function of force for the talin2/β1D,
talin2/β1A, and talin1/β1D bond, respectively. (D), (E), (F) Open/unbound (red)
and closed/bound (purple) probabilities for the talin2/β1D, talin2/β1A and talin1/β1D
bond, respectively.
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associated with a transition from the bound/unbound states to the transition state
are given in Table B.3 (see Appendix B).

3.2 Kindlin2 mechanically strengthens the bond

between talin and integrin β1D

Since kindlin is an important co-activator of integrins, we next explored the effect
of kindlin on the mechanical strength of the talin/integrin bond. To do this, we
performed measurements with all the talin/integrin fusion constructs in the presence
of kindlin211, which was added to solution. Kindlin2 is ubiquitously expressed but
is concentrated in striated and smooth muscle [78]. To achieve a better solubility of
kindlin2, we used a truncated form (see Appendix C.3) that was lacking two highly
flexible regions: the PH domain and the F1 loop. Li et al. (2017) used a similar
sequence to obtain the first crystal structure of kindlin2 [52].

Constant distance measurements were first performed with talin2/β1D bond in
the presence of kindlin2 that was added in solution at increasing concentrations (see
Figure 3.5A). Recordings were done at several preloads12 and states were identified
by carrying a two-state HMM classification. Already at a concentration of 8 µM
kindlin2 (Figure 3.5A, 2nd row), several closed/bound states (purple) with signifi-
cantly longer dwell times appear. This striking effect becomes more pronounced as
the concentration of kindlin2 is increased to 32 µM (Figure 3.5A, 3rd row). Now,
the talin2/β1D bond lies mainly in a closed/bound conformation with just a few
excursions to an open/unbound conformation. This clearly shows that the binding
of kindlin stabilises the talin/integrin bond by making it harder to dissociate when
subjected to load. Analyzing the lifetimes of the bound states (purple), we see that
they exhibit a pronounced double-exponential behaviour13 when plotted in a cumu-
lative lifetime histogram (Figure 3.5B). In the absence of kindlin (Figure 3.5A, 1st
row), the lifetime histogram of the short-lived bound (purple) states always shows a
single-exponential behaviour. When displaying the lifetimes in the form of a scatter
plot, the long-lived closed states induced by the presence of kindlin in solution, are
not kinetically well separated from the short-lived ones (compare purple and green
lifetimes shown in Figure 3.5C). To guide the eye, we split the bound lifetimes into
two classes: the previously observed short-lived population coloured in purple and
the new long-lived population coloured in green (Figure 3.5A, 4th row). The split is
done by setting a fixed lifetime cut-off such that the split distributions yield single
exponential lifetimes (Figure 3.5D). Nevertheless, the off-rates from the closed to
open states measured in the presence of kindlin2 are extracted from double expo-
nential fits (equation (2.28)) of the lifetime distributions. Hence, the set cut-offs
are only for visual interpretation and do not influence the final rate values.

An identical kindlin-induced stabilization effect was observed for the talin2/β1D
bond also when measured in the presence of a full-length kindlin2. Due to solubility

11There are 3 isoforms of kindlin in vertebrates, namely kindlin1/2/3 (see Section 1.2.4).
12Data not shown here. We display traces only at an average preload of 5.5 pN. For kindlin

traces acquired at different preloads see Figure B.1.
13The double exponential fit shown as a discontinuous line in Figure 3.5B was done using

equation (2.28). A single exponential fit using equation (2.27) is shown for comparison as a
continuous line and it poorly fits the lifetime histogram.
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issues, just a few measurements were performed with full-length kindlin and they
were done for control purposes only.

To confirm that the prolonged lifetimes are indeed a consequence of kindlin2
binding we measured a talin2/β1D-Y795A fusion construct that carries the kindlin
binding-deficient Y795A mutation (Figure 3.6A) [52]. With this mutant, lifetimes
are short again and indistinguishable from experiments done in the absence of
kindlin2 (Figure 3.6B, C and D).

Next, we performed measurements with kindlin2 in solution and also with the
other talin/integrin isoform pairs. The results are summarized in Figure 3.7. When
kindlin2 is added to solution (Figure 3.7B), long-lived stabilized states (green)
occur only for pairs involving the β1D tail. The other pairs, containing the β1A
integrin show no stabilization in the binding events (purple), which are identical to
the ones recorded in the absence of kindlin2 (Figure 3.7A).

For the talin2/β1D and talin1/β1D pairs, we show the force-dependent rate
plots (Figure 3.7C and D) of the split distributions with filled purple symbols re-
flecting the fast population and the filled green symbols the new long-lived popula-
tion. Within error, the fast off-rates (filled purple) agree with the off-rates measured
in the absence of kindlin2 (open symbols, purple) and so do the on-rates (filled vs.
open symbols, red). Moreover, for both β1D pairs, the stabilized off-rates (green)
show no dependence on force and have a much lower value than the fast, force-
dependent off-rates (purple). Their average values are 6.1± 0.5/s and 20.0± 1.3/s
for the talin2/β1D and talin1/β1D bonds, respectively. The extrapolation of the
rates to zero force shows that the unbinding rates in the absence of load of both
talin2/β1D and talin1/β1D pairs are very similar for the fast (purple) and slow
(green) populations. Therefore, the kindlin stabilization may be more under load
rather than in the absence of load. The extrapolated zero-force rates and the aver-
age values of the kindlin-stabilized rates are summarized in Table B.1.

Since the passive mode measurements are limited to a narrow force range, we
employed a jump protocol [42] where we rapidly switch the force applied to the
talin/integrin bond between high and low forces (Figure 3.8A). In brief, we allowed
the bond to form by jumping at a low force level and then we rapidly switched to a
high force level and measured its dissociation lifetime (Figure 3.8A, top). After this
was done, the high force bias levels were merged in a continuous time trace (Figure
3.8A, middle) and a HMM classification was employed. Similar to the analysis of
constant distance traces, the unbinding dwell times were plotted in a normalized
cumulative distribution (Figure 3.8B) that revealed a double exponential behaviour.
The corresponding unbinding/opening rates14 were extracted by fitting equation
(2.28). The resulting extended rate vs. force plot (Figure 3.8C) corroborates our
finding that the kindlin-stabilized states (green) remain strictly force-independent
up to 18 pN of force. In contrast, the off-rate of the non-stabilized states (purple)
shows a clear force dependence and above 6 pN the slope of this dependence changes
(Figure 3.8C, discontinuous line). This change in slope indicates a possible change
in the transition state position from an outer towards an inner barrier [54]. A similar
behaviour of the off-rates was observed also for other investigated talin/integrin
pairs (see Figure B.2).

Next, we tested whether the sensitivity of our observed kindlin stabilization
effect depends on the pulling direction. For this, we remeasured the strength of the

14Binding rates (on-rates) can not be determined from jump measurements.
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Figure 3.5: (A) Equilibrium traces of talin2/β1D fusion construct measured at an average
preload of 5.5 pN (data presentation analogous to Figure 3.3). Addition of kindlin2 (8
µM and 32 µM) results in the appearance of long-lived closed/bound (purple) states. The
colouring of the long-lived states is changed from purple to green for a better visualization.
(B) Lifetime integrated probabilities (purple points) of talin/integrin closed states. The
lifetimes are extracted from the 8 µM trace shown in A. Double (discontinuous line)
and single (continuous line) exponential functions are fitted to the distribution using
equations (2.28) and (2.27), respectively. The double exponential fit (discontinuous line)
follows better the distribution. (C) Bead deflection from the trap center vs. lifetime
scatter plot of the states displayed in A (bottom trace). The closed/bound states with
longer lifetimes (green; cause by the addition of kindlin2) are separated by introducing a
cut-off such that the double exponential lifetime distribution shown in B is well separated
into two single exponential lifetime distributions (see D, purple and green). Note: this
separation is only for visual interpretation of equilibrium traces and has no influence on
the final rate parameters. (D) Resulting lifetime cumulative probability distributions of
the states presented in A (bottom trace) and after cut-off separation. All state probability
distributions are well fitted by a single exponential function (black line) using equation
(2.27).
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Figure 3.6: (A) Sequences of β1D cytoplasmic tail. Talin and kindlin binding motifs
are indicated in purple and green, respectively. The bottom sequence shows the Y795A
mutation (red). This mutation is reported to abolish the binding of kindlin to the integrin
β-tail [52]. (B) Equilibrium trace (5.5 pN preload) of talin2 fused to β1D integrin carrying
the Y795 mutation (red). Despite the presence of 17.5 µM kindlin2, no stabilized, long-
lived bound states are observed. (C) Cumulative lifetime distribution (purple points) of
the closed states (purple) as presented in B. A single exponential fit (discontinuous line)
follows well the distribution. (D) Binding/closing (red) and unbinding/opening (purple)
rates as a function of force for the talin2 fused to β1D Y795A mutant. Measurements
performed in the absence of kindlin are indicated by open symbols, while those in the
presence of kindlin are indicated by filled symbols. Apparently, kindlin2 addition in
solution has no effect on the talin/integrin mutant bond.
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Figure 3.7: (A) Equilibrium traces of talin/integrin isoform pairs recorded in the absence
of kindlin2. Clear transitions between closed (purple) and open (red) states are observed
for all talin/integrin pairs, except for the talin1/β1A pair. (B) Equilibrium traces of
talin/integrin isoform pairs recorded in the presence of kindlin2 in solution. Long-lived
closed/bound states (green) of the talin/integrin bond are observed for pairs containing
the β1D integrin. In the case of the talin1/β1A pair, the addition of kindlin2 did not in-
duce any detectable binding signal. (C,D) Binding/closing (red) and unbinding/opening
(purple) rates as a function of force for the talin2/β1D and talin1/β1D pairs, respectively.
Measurements performed in the absence of kindlin2 are indicated by open symbols, while
those in the presence of kindlin2 are indicated by filled symbols. The slower/stabilized
unbinding/opening rates (green) result from the addition of kindlin2 in solution. The
red and purple solid lines are extrapolations at zero load (using the Berkemeier-Schlierf
model) of the closing/binding and opening/unbinding rates, respectively. The extrapola-
tions are performed on kindlin-free data (open symbols).
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Figure 3.8: (A) Jump assay to study the talin2/β1D bond strength at high forces and
in the presence of kindlin2. We stimulate bond formation by jumping at a low force
level (3.0 pN) and we measure the unbinding lifetime after quickly jumping back at high
forces (18.1 pN) - see upper trace. The upper levels are merged in a continuous trace
(middle). One can already observe that the kindlin-stabilized bound/closed states (green)
have a longer lifetime that is independent of force. In comparison, the lifetimes of the
short purple phases (zooms at the bottom) show a very rapid dissociation (purple) of the
bond when it is not stabilized by kindlin. (B) Lifetime integrated probabilities (black
points) of closed states measured in a jump experiment with 5 µM kindlin2. Data is
extracted from a 41 seconds merged trace. Double (red line) and single (blue) exponential
functions are fitted to the distribution using equations (2.28) and (2.27), respectively.
The double exponential fit follows better the distribution. (C) Rate versus force plot
of the talin2/β1D bond covering an extended force range and measured in the presence
(filled symbols) and absence (open symbols) of kindlin2 in solution. Data from jump
experiments is indicated by triangular symbols, while normal constant distance data is
indicated by round symbols. Only off-rates (purple and green) can be extracted from
jump experiments, and no on-rates (red). The stabilization of the talin/integrin bond
by kindlin becomes striking at high forces: while the off-rate of the non-stabilized bond
(purple) increases with the force applied (purple), the off-rate of the kindlin-stabilized
bond (green) stays at a constant low value (average value indicated by continuous green
line) for forces up to 18 pN.
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Figure 3.9: Force-extended rate plots for the talin2/β1D bond measured in the presence
(filled symbols) and absence (open symbols) of kindlin2. For more details regarding
data presentation please check the caption of Fig. 3.8C. The points of force application
are indicated by red arrows: N-terminus of the integrin tail and N-terminus of the F3
domain. (A) The fusion construct contains only the FERM domain 3 of the talin head
linked to the β1D-tail. domain. (B) The fusion construct contains the full talin head
domain (F0-3) linked to the β1D-tail.

talin2/integrin β1D bond using two new fusion constructs that shifted the pulling
point from FERM domain 0 to FERM domain 3 of the talin head. We chose this
pulling direction because it comes even closer to the in vivo scenario (cf. Fig.
3.1A). Also, one variant contains just FERM domain 315 of the talin head (Figure
3.9A), while the other contains the full talin head (Figure 3.9B). We find that the
kindlin stabilization effect is present in both cases and follows the same principle,
i.e. stabilized and force independent off-rate (green) that coincides at zero load
with the fast/non-stabilized unbinding rate (purple) of the bond. For the resulting
rates and binding energies please see Tables B.1 and B.2.

3.3 Close steric proximity of the kindlin and talin

binding sites is required for the ideal bond

behaviour

The unbinding strength of the kindlin stabilized talin/β1D-integrin bond is char-
acterized by an off-rate that is independent of the load applied. This means that
the transition state for unbinding under load coincides with the bound state16. In
other words, the bond will not slip and slide into a different conformation before it
breaks. Such a mechanically insensitive and plastic bond is known in literature as
an ideal bond [28]. Since the binding sites of talin and kindlin on the integrin tail
are located very close to each other (Figure 3.10C, purple and green residues), we
hypothesized that once kindlin is bound to integrin it acts like a roadblock and pre-
vents the force propagation through the talin/integrin bond (Figure 3.10B). To test

15According to [22] binding of FERM domain 3 of the talin head to the β-cytoplasmic tail is
the minimum interaction required for activation of integrins.

16This can be clearly seen also from the expression of rate extrapolation, i.e. equation (2.16)
with exp0=1
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whether the physical proximity of the talin and kindlin bindings sites on integrin
plays any role in the ideal bond behaviour, we designed a new fusion construct in
which the talin head domain was linked to an integrin tail that had an unstructured
insert of 10 amino acids. This insert was placed between the two NPxY bindings
motifs of talin and kindlin (Figure 3.10C), bottom sequence) to cancel the steric
hindrance (Figure 3.10E) that might be triggered once both talin and kindlin are
bound to integrin and force is initiated through the bond. To ensure the unaltered
binding of both talin and kindlin to the integrin tail, we also repeated the KSPIN
motif at the end of the insert. This motif is believed to regulate the bindings of both
kindlin and talin to integrin [85]. We determined the affinities of both kindlin and
talin to the integrin insert-mutant tail in independent microscale thermophoresis
experiments and they remained unchanged when compared to the values obtained
for the wild-type integrin tail (Figure 3.11B, C, D).

Nevertheless, our optical tweezer measurements indicate that the binding of
insert-mutant β1D integrin to talin2 is no longer stabilized in the presence of
kindlin2 (Figure 3.10D and Figure 3.11A) and the ideal bond effect is indeed des-
troyed. Now the talin/integrin bond behaves as a normal slip bond when subjected
to load.

We tested the same hypothesis also with another talin2/β1D mutant fusion
construct in which the insert was shorter. In this case, we designed the integrin
tail with an insert of 2 amino acid residues in length that was placed again at the
interface between the two NPxY motifs and without repeating the KSPIN motif.
Also in this case, the ideal bond effect induced in the presence of kindlin was
abolished (see Figure B.3). Moreover, microscale thermophoresis measurements
indicated a complete abrogation of kindlin2 binding to the mutant integrin tail,
revealing the importance of the KSPIN motif for the binding of kindlin to integrin.

We also tested whether the membrane-proximal helix of the integrin β-tail plays
any role in the kindlin-induced stabilization of the talin/integrin bond. It has been
suggested in molecular dynamics simulation that the membrane-proximal helix of
the integrin β-tail plays an important role during the inside-out activation process.
According to the model of Haydari et al. (2020), kindlin triggers the upward sliding
of talin to the membrane-proximal region of integrin. In this way, the talin/integrin
interaction would be enhanced and the inner membrane clasp more efficiently dis-
rupted. To this end, we performed experiments with a variant where the membrane-
proximal helix was deleted. The results obtained (see Figure 3.12) ruled out any
contribution of this helix on the ideal bond character of the kindlin/talin/integrin
interaction.

3.4 A single proline residue is responsible for ideal

bond behaviour

Next, we tried to understand the molecular determinants within the integrin β1
sequence that affect the molecular bond behaviour. It has been already pointed out
by Anthis et al. (2009) that integrin β1D binds talin2 with a much higher affinity
than integrin β1A, although the two integrin isoforms are very similar in sequence.

The cytoplasmic tails of β1A and β1D differ in two regions: at position 778
where the β1A has a glycine, while the β1D has a glutamine and at the C-termini,
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Figure 3.10: Mechanism of talin/integrin ideal bond formation initiated by the binding
of kindlin. (A) Schematics of talin/integrin bond rupture when force (red arrows) is
applied. Bond-forming contacts are indicated by lines. In the absence of kindlin, the
force application induces the sliding of talin (purple) across integrin (grey) and results in
rupturing the talin/integrin bond that behaves as a normal slip bond. (B) The binding
of kindlin (green) to integrin sterically blocks (red symbols) the sliding of talin across
integrin once force is applied. Thus, the binding of kindlin changes the behaviour of
the talin/integrin bond under force and turns it from a slip bond into an ideal bond.
(C) Design of an insert mutant integrin tail breaking the steric proximity of talin and
kindlin. Native β1D-tail sequence (top) and mutant tail sequence (bottom) are displayed
for comparison. The NPxY bindings sites of talin and kindlin to integrin are indicated in
the sequences by purple and green residues, respectively. (D) Equilibrium traces of the
talin2/β1D insert mutant recorded in the absence (top) and presence (bottom) of kindlin2
(15 µM). In both traces, only short-lived bound events (purple) are observed, hence the
stabilization effect induced by the kindlin binding is lost. (E) Model for the abrogation
of ideal bond effect in the insert mutant. The amino acid insert (red) introduced in the
integrin tail breaks the tight proximity of the talin and kindlin binding sites. In this case,
kindlin is no longer able to block the sliding of talin across integrin when force is applied.
Thus, even when kindlin binds to the tail, the talin/integrin mutant bond behaves only
as a slip bond.
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Figure 3.11: All affinity measurements determined by microscale thermophoresis experi-
ments are performed by our collaborator Dr. Jonas Aretz, Max-Planck-Institute of Bio-
chemistry. These are shown in parts B, C, and D. (A) Biding/closing (red) and unbind-
ing/opening (purple) rates as a function of force for talin2 fused to β1D insert-mutant.
For insert sequence see Fig. 3.10C. Measurements performed in the absence of kindlin2
are indicated by open symbols, while those in the presence of kindlin2 (15 µM) are in-
dicated by filled symbols. Adding kindlin does not induce any stabilization effect on the
talin/integrin mutant bond. (B) Affinities of talin2 head (THD2) to integrin β1A and
β1D tails, determined by microscale thermophoresis experiments. Measurements were
carried out for both wild-type (blue) and insert-mutant (orange) integrin tails. The in-
troduction of the amino acid insert into the integrin tail sequences did not affect integrin
β1A/β1D to talin2 binding. Affinities remained the same as for the native tail sequences.
(C) Affinities of talin1 head (THD1) to integrin β1A and β1D tails (compare B). (D)
Affinities of kindlin2 to integrin β1A and β1D tails (compare B, C).
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Figure 3.12: (A) Sequence of native cytoplasmic β1D tail (top) versus sequence of mutant
β1D tail with the membrane-proximal (MP) helix replaced by a GSSG repeat (bottom).
(B) Equilibrium traces of talin2 fused to β1D integrin with MP mutation. The left trace
is acquired in the absence of kindlin2, while the right trace is acquired in the presence
of kindlin2 (5.7 µM). The MP mutation in the β1D integrin does not affect the kindlin2
stabilization effect. (C) Binding/closing (red) and unbinding/opening (purple) rates as a
function of force the talin2/β1D bond. Measurements performed in the absence of kindlin2
are indicated by open symbols, while those in the presence of kindlin2 are indicated by
filled symbols. The stabilized unbinding rates (green) result from the addition of kindlin2
in solution. Rate extrapolations (solid lines) show that the fast unbinding rates (purple)
at zero load are very similar to the stabilized/slow ones (green).

from position 786 onward, where the difference extends over several residues (Figure
3.13A). Site-directed mutagenesis and affinity measurements [2] show that most of
the difference in affinity between β1A and β1D for binding either of the two talin
isoforms is explained by residues 77817 and 78618. Considering the integrin β1A
residues identified by Li et al. (2017) to modulate the binding of kindlin2 (see
Figure 1.6C), the 786 residue is located not only in the talin binding region but also
at the interface with the kindlin binding region.

We tested whether exchanging the residues at positions 778 and 786 could intro-
duce an ideal bond behaviour into integrin β1A. We found that the G778Q mutation
in integrin β1A stabilizes the binding to talin2 slightly (Figure 3.13F) but does not
affect an ideal bond behaviour. Moreover, the integrin β1D (Q778G) mutant binds
weaker to talin2 than the wild-type β1D, but the ideal bond behaviour is preserved
(Figure 3.13E). In contrast, the A786P mutation in integrin β1A affected an ideal
bond behaviour when binding to talin2 and also made it a stronger binder than
the wild-type β1A (Figure 3.13G). Clearly visible long-lived and force-independent
binding events (green) were recorded during constant-distance measurements with 3
µM kindlin2 in solution (see Fig. 3.13D), highlighting the importance of the proline
786 residue for the mechanics of the talin/kindlin/integrin interaction.

Following the results of Anthis et al. (2010), we also designed a double mutant
talin1/β1A fusion construct that had a strong enough binding signal to be detected
by our optical tweezers instrument. One point mutation was D375E in the talin1
FERM domain 3 and the other mutation was A786P in integrin β1A. According
to Anthis et. al (2010), an important residue quantifying the difference in binding
of talin1 and talin2 to integrin β1D is talin2 E375 (D372 in talin1). Site-directed
mutagenesis and affinity measurements revealed a 57% difference in binding energy
between talin1 and talin2.

17778 residue explains 35% of the difference.
18786 residue explains about 50% of the difference.
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Figure 3.13: (A) Sequence of the cytoplasmic β1D and β1A tails. Residues in β1A
that differ from β1D are coloured in red and those of particular significance for binding
affinity [2] are indicated by arrows. (B) Equilibrium traces of talin2 fused to β1D integrin
carrying Q778G mutation. The left trace is acquired in the absence of kindlin2, while
the right trace is acquired in the presence of kindlin2 (5µM). The Q778G mutation in the
β1D tail did not interfere with the kindlin2-induced ideal bond effect. (C) Equilibrium
traces of talin2 fused to β1A integrin tail with G778Q mutation. The left trace is acquired
in the absence of kindlin2, while the right trace is acquired in the presence of kindlin2
(10 µM). The G778Q mutation in β1A did not induce an ideal bond behaviour like it is
observed for the β1D sequence. (D) Equilibrium traces of talin2 fused to β1A integrin
with A786P mutation. The left trace is acquired in the absence of kindlin2, while the right
trace is acquired in the presence of kindlin2 (3 µM). The single A786P mutation in β1A
integrin induces a kindlin2-induced ideal bond behaviour as it is observed for the β1D
sequence. (E), (F), (G) Binding (red circles) and unbinding (purple circles) rates as a
function of force for the talin/integrin pairs displayed in B, C and D, respectively. The
slower/stabilized unbinding rates as a result of kindlin2-induced stabilization are shown
as green circles in F and G. The unbinding rates of talin2/β1D and talin2/β1A pairs are
shown for comparison as grey coloured triangles and squares, respectively.
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Figure 3.14: (A) Equilibrium traces of talin1 with D375E mutation (in FERM domain
3) fused to β1A integrin with A786P mutation. The left trace is acquired in the absence
of kindlin2, while the right trace is acquired in the presence of kindlin2 (9.6 µM). This
mutation pair makes the talin1/β1A bond sufficiently strong to be detected above the
thermal noise threshold of our optical tweezer setup. Moreover, the A786P mutation in
β1A integrin recovers the kindlin2-induced ideal bond that is characteristic of the β1D
sequence (right trace). (B) Binding (red circles) and unbinding (purple circles) rates
as a function of force for the talin1(D375E)/β1A(A786P) pair. The kindlin stabilized
unbinding rates are displayed as green circles. The unbinding rates of the talin2/β1D
pair and talin2/β1A pair are shown for comparison as grey coloured triangles and squares,
respectively. The filled purple/red circles are rate points from measurements performed
in the absence of kindlin.

As one can see from Figure 3.14A, a binding signal can be recovered for the pre-
viously weakest talin/integrin pair. Furthermore, the talin1(D375E)/β1A(A786P)
pair displays an ideal bond behaviour and has a binding strength similar to the
wild-type talin2/β1A pair (Figure 3.14B).
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Chapter 4

Discussion

4.1 Strength of the talin/integrin slip bond

Our results characterizing several talin/integrin isoform pairs show that the bonds
formed by such interactions alone, are relatively weak considering their physiological
role of force transmission across the cellular membrane.

In the case of the strongest reported binder, namely the muscle-specific talin2/β1D
bond, our mechanical measurements still revealed a weak dissociation force of
around 4 pN and a normal slip bond behaviour that has an extrapolated lifetime
of ca. 200 ms in the absence of load. In the case of the ubiquitously expressed
talin1/β1A pair, the bond is so weak that a binding signal cannot be resolved
above the thermal noise threshold of the instrument. These single-molecule results
are in agreement with the bulk measurements from literature [3] and also with our
own affinity measurements (see Figure 3.11) that report a higher affinity value for
the talin2/β1D pair than for the talin1/β1A pair. Nevertheless, for all tested iso-
form pairs, including the talin1/β1D and talin2/β1A, the affinity values are in the
medium to higher micromolar range, which indicates a thermodynamically weak
bond in all cases.

Moreover, several other force studies from literature point in the same direction
and report a range of force values across the talin/integrin force-bearing chain that
is in good agreement with our measured values on the talin/integrin bond.

Jiang et al. (2003) reported a weak slip bond breaking at forces of 2 pN located
somewhere between integrin and actin on the intracellular side.

Chang et al. (2016) used FRET-based molecular tension sensors to directly
measure the forces across individual ligand-bound integrins in living cells. They
found that a large fraction (60-80%) of integrins are subjected to loads of 1-3 pN,
another fraction of 20-30 % experienced loads of 3-7 pN and a small population
(<10 %) recorded loads exceeding 7 pN. They also tested if the forces transmitted
by integrins are dependent on the linkage to the actin cytoskeleton by treating cells
with cytochalasin D, an F-actin barbed end-capper. The results showed a rapid
disassembly of the actin stress fibers and of the focal adhesions and also revealed
that under such conditions low-force integrins (≈ 3 pN or less) were still present,
while high-force integrins (>7 pN) were absent.

Similar force values were also reported by Austen et al. (2015), who used FRET-
based tension sensors that were genetically inserted in the unstructured linker region
connecting the talin1 head and rod domains. The study revealed that talin1 medi-
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ates mechanical linkages subject to forces between 7-10 pN, while in the absence of
vinculin1 the forces drop to lower values of 1-6 pN. Another study [40] using FRET
tensions sensors inserted in vinculin revealed that tension across vinculin in stable
focal adhesions is around 2.5 pN.

Furthermore, the calculations outlined in the paper by Li et al. (2017) suggest
that the integrin α5β1 transitions between an off-state and a ligand/adaptor-bound
on-state at forces between 1 and 3 pN.

Therefore low pN force values (<5pN) can be involved in the force bearing chain
during the initial phase of nascent adhesion formation, while more mature adhesions
that involve extended connections to the cytoskeleton need to bear higher forces
(>7-10 pN and more). A low-affinity interaction as our characterized talin/integrin
bond would have the advantage of creating a rapid equilibrium connection with the
cytoskeleton and provide a carefully timed slippage between actin and focal adhesion
components. This would work analogously to an automotive clutch, a model already
proposed for explaining talin’s interaction with vinculin [31]. Nevertheless, further
mechano-molecular details are needed to provide a complete picture and explain
how such a delicate bond would in the end be able to withstand forces up to 40 pN,
as reported to occur between integrins and fibronectin [82].

4.2 Kindlin converts the talin/integrin slip bond

into an ideal bond

To do so, we tested the mechanical behaviour of the talin/integrin bond also in
the presence of kindlin, which is known to be an important co-activator of inte-
grins that works in synergy with talin [76]. We first performed measurements with
the talin2/β1D bond in the presence of several concentrations of solution-added
kindlin2. At this point, it is important to note that a change in force is a more potent
regulator than a change in adaptor concentration since force directly decreases the
free energy, whereas adaptor concentration only logarithmically decreases the free
energy. The effect of kindlin addition actually beats expectations in both cases. We
found that with increasing concentration of kindlin2, the talin2/β1D bond spends
more time in a bound (closed) conformation (see Figure 3.5A). Moreover, after
performing jump experiments (see Figure 3.8), we could successfully conclude that
binding of kindlin drastically changes the mechanical sensitivity of the talin/integrin
bond by making it force-insensitive up to the highest forces measured (18 pN).

Adhesion proteins can modulate their unbinding kinetics in response to pulling
forces in three different ways: as a normal slip bond, where the bond dissociates
at a faster rate with increasing force, as a catch bond, which is a counterintuitive
behaviour where the lifetime of the bond increases with applied force and as an
ideal bond, where the bond lifetimes do not change when force is applied.

These three different bond behaviours can all be modelled on a free energy
landscape with a single transition state [74].

If the extension in the transition state exceeds that in the bound state, the
barrier height decreases and the force shortens the lifetime of the bond. Thus, a
slip bond is obtained.

1Vinculin is another cytosolic protein that helps in stabilizing the connection between the talin
rod domains and actin filaments.
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If the transition state and bound state approach each other, i.e. the proteins
make stronger contact, the barrier height will increase with force and also the bond
lifetime, resulting in a catch bond behaviour. This can be explained by using
multidimensional landscapes, in cases where the force is applied in an orthogonal
direction [24].

Ideal bonds are located right at the transition between slip bond and catch bond
behaviour. In this case, the lifetime of the bond is independent of the force applied.
In a one-dimensional landscape picture, this would be explained by a bound state
and transitions state located at the same position. In this way, the extensions in
the bound and transition states’ positions are the same and the force does not affect
the height of the energy barrier. Ideal bonds were first predicted by Dembo et al.
(1988) and have been experimentally observed in dynein [60] and cadherin [63].

Even though high-resolution structural information about the ternary complex
of kindlin, talin and integrin is missing, kindlin likely binds very close to talin
on the integrin tail as suggested by the eye-guided fill model of Kammerer et al.
(2017). Along this view, the mutation Y795A that abrogates kindlin binding to the
integrin tail [52] also abrogated the ideal bond effect (see Figure 3.6). Therefore,
a binding scenario as outlined in Figure 3.10 can naturally explain how the bin-
ding of kindlin to the integrin tail would act as a roadblock and prevent sliding of
talin across the integrin tail when load is applied. Indeed, our control experiment
where we added some slack between the talin and kindlin binding sites, restored
the slip bond behaviour (see Figure 3.11A). Nevertheless, it is interesting to note
that the kindlin-induced ideal bond behaviour happens only for talin/integrin pairs
involving the integrin β1D variant and not for pairs containing the β1A variant
(see Figure 3.7). This is relatively counter-intuitive because kindlin is the force-
blocking element and kindlin2 binds stronger to β1A integrin than to β1D integrin
(see Figure 3.11). Therefore, one would expect that a stronger binding of kindlin
would directly relate to a stronger ideal bond once kindlin binds integrin and the
integrin-talin-kindlin ternary complex is formed. Nevertheless, when comparing
the off-rates of the stabilized states (kstabilizedunbind , see Table B.1) for talin2/β1D and
talin1/β1D bonds we see that in both cases they converge to the extrapolated
zero-force off-rates (kF=0

unbind) values of the talin/integrin bonds (as measured in the
absence of kindlin), which are different by at least a factor of 3. Thus, although
kindlin2 binds to the same integrin β1D tail, the stabilized off-rates are different
between the two pairs and are not solely dependent on the interaction (unbinding)
between kindlin and integrin. This observation points towards two possible scenar-
ios which are not necessarily exclusive: either a conformational change takes place
within the integrin tail or a talin-kindlin interaction is actually mediating the ideal
bond formation. For checking whether a talin-kindlin interaction is actually medi-
ating the ideal bond formation, we created a fusion construct in which the integrin
β1D tail was fused to a talin2 head domain with K405E mutation in the F3 FERM
domain. This K405E mutation was previously determined by NMR [4] to strongly
reduce the binding strength between talin and kindlin. Our single molecule results
(see Figure B.4) show that the binding strength of the talin2(K405E)/β1D bond is
very similar to the native talin2/β1D bond2 and also the ideal bond effect remains
unaffected. Regarding a possible conformational change in the β1D tail, we believe
this is modulated by the proline residue P786. Considering the results presented

2Off-rates overlap within error range.
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in Figure 3.13, it is clear that the P786 residue is a key residue responsible for
ideal bond formation. This residue lies exactly at the interface between the talin
and kindlin binding sites and a single A786P mutation in the β1A tail is able to
rescue this bond-stabilizing effect induced by the binding of kindlin2. Since proline
residues generally restrict the orientational flexibility of the amino acid backbone,
we speculate that this might keep talin and kindlin in a fixed orientation to each
other when force is applied. In this way, when kindlin is bound force cannot actively
move talin and integrin relative to each other anymore and unbinding would have
to occur along a coordinate perpendicular to the direction force is applied in. This
would translate into a brittle bond that shows little to no flexibility when subjected
to force from the extracellular matrix and actomyosin cytoskeleton.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

The importance of the 786 residue within the β1A/D sequences was also revealed
in the work of Soto-Ribeiro et al. (2019). This study used GFP-tagged β1A/D
integrins in cells and concluded a significantly increased dynamics in focal adhesions
containing the β1A variant as compared to those containing the β1D, a behaviour
that could be reversed by a single A786P mutation. While the difference in dynamics
is also in line with a higher binding affinity of β1D to talin2 as compared to β1A [2],
our results add another important aspect that is related to the binding of kindlin
and a tripartite complex formation, which renders that talin/integrin bond force
insensitive and significantly more stable at higher loads.

Nevertheless, even the kindlin-stabilized talin/integrin bond breaks within 200
ms and a substantially stable focal adhesion is unlikely to form at this stage. Since
the integrin adhesome contains more than 200+ components [45], other stabilizing
interactions are likely to occur. Moreover, talin rod domains are reported to un-
fold stepwise as the force is increased [84]. In this way, as the talin rod domains
are stretched to long extension values, they prevent the accumulation of force by
unfolding and keeping an average force plateau value of less than 10 pN1.

Membrane interactions are an important aspect that is unfortunately not con-
sidered in our study. Both talins and kindlins have domains that bind negatively
charged lipids and act in reorienting them towards a better binding to and activa-
tion of integrins [57, 53]. To investigate such interactions one can try to include in
solution small vesicles containing different amounts of negatively charged lipids and
measure their effect on the binding strength of the talin/integrin fusion construct.
A further, but more demanding experiment would include carrying measurements
with a talin/integrin fusion construct having an integrin β-domain already incor-
porated in a lipid nanodisc and also having kindlin added in solution. Important
steps towards such experiments are already made within our group by Dr. Bin Li
and Mandana Hadawi.

It would also be interesting to make a kindlin/integrin fusion construct and add
the talin head domain in solution and check whether our findings regarding the
ideal bond formation would again be confirmed. Such a fusion construct would also
let us determine a force-free dissociation constant of the kindlin/integrin bond2 and
provide us with a closed kinetics scheme for a possible rate-model.

1As suggested by simulations done by Yao et al. (2016).
2Similar experiments as presented in Figure A.1 would be done, by adding the integrin tail in

solution at different concentrations.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Supplementary
experiments

In this appendix chapter, several additional results and experiments are shown.
The talin2/β1D bond dissociation constant is derived using a single-molecule com-
petition assay. Also, several results regarding the folding stability of the talin head
FERM domains are extracted from constant velocity extension cycles.

A.1 Competition assay: determining a force-free

KD

Even though the measurements presented until now give valuable kinetic infor-
mation on the talin/integrin bond under load, obtaining a force-free dissociation
constant as in solution bulk experiments requires a different approach.

For this, a single-molecule competition assay was employed, in which the bin-
ding of freely diffusing peptides from solution is quantified in dependence on their
concentration 1. The working principle of the assay is illustrated schematically in
Figure A.1B.

In summary, we observed the opening and closing of the T2F3/β1D fusion con-
struct2 in the presence of integrin β1D cytoplasmic tail that was added as a pep-
tide in solution. Knowing that the Kd characterizing the T2/β1D interaction was
approximately 36 µM3 we performed measurements in the presence of peptide con-
centration values closer or a couple of times higher than the Kd

4.

As presented before, under load the talin/integrin bond fluctuates between open
and closed states. If the construct is in an open state, there will be a competition
(Figure A.1B) between the tethered ligand rebinding (closed state) and the free
ligand binding (bound state)5. Since the both bindings of the tethered ligand and

1Similar measurements are presented in [41].
2The fusion construct contained only the F3 domain of the talin2 head tethered to an integrin

β1D tail
3As determined by solution NMR [3].
4Using high peptide concentrations is necessary to obtain an effect that can be quantified by

our measurements. Nevertheless measuring at high concentration values is experimentally difficult
due to the aggregates that form in solution. Therefore a compromise has to be reached.

5In this context the β1D integrin is the ligand binding from solution.
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Figure A.1: (A) Constant distance traces of T2F3/β1D fusion construct measured in the
presence of β1D solution peptide. Adding more peptide in solution blocks even more the
closing (purple) of the talin/integrin bond. (B) State diagram illustrating the working
principle of the competition assay. The same binding site is shared by the integrin solution
peptide and by the tethered integrin (part of the fusion construct). The fusion construct
fluctuates between an open and closed state until a solution peptide binds (bound state).
(C) The binding of the solution peptide leads to a drop in the closed state probability.
From this, a force-free Kd can be estimated.
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the solution ligand are weak6, they can not be distinguished from each other by a
simple time threshold. Therefore, the Kd was estimated by using a method that
quantifies the shift of the closed state probability Pclosed in dependence of the peptide
concentration [Cpep]. This is summarized by the following equation7:

Pclosed =
1

[Cpep]

Kd
+ 2

(A.7)

This equation holds for closed state probabilities that have a value of 50% in the
absence of solution peptide. Passive mode traces acquired at an average preload of 4
pN8 and different peptide concentrations are shown in Figure A.1A. As one can see,
the number of closed states (purple) drops as more peptide is added to solution. The
same can be observed in a probability versus concentration plot that clearly shows
the drop of the closed state probability as more peptide is added (Figure A.1C). A
Kd of ≈ 35 µM is obtained from the measurements recorded in the presence of 30
µM peptide, while the 80 µM measurements return a Kd of ≈ 5.2 µM. Thus, the
first result is in excellent agreement with the reported literature value of 36 ± 2.3
µM [3], while the second result is a factor of 7 lower. A possible explanation for why
the 80 µM peptide measurements return a lower dissociation constant lies in the
presence of the so-called ’dead states’ (Figure A.2). While these dead states were
easily excluded from most of our passive mode traces 9, it was difficult to correctly
identify them in passive mode traces acquired in the presence of high (80 µM) β1D
peptide concentrations. These ’dead states’ occur on average every (45± 31) s and
have a lifetime of ≈ (3.6± 2.6) s10, a value that partially falls11 under the same
lifetime distribution as the peptide-bound states observed in 80 µM traces. Thus,
the presence of ’dead states’ leads to an overestimation of the peptide affinity by
artificially dropping the value of the closed probability. Moreover, as mentioned
previously in [41], the presence of high peptide concentrations leads to an increase
in the occurrence frequency of the ’dead states’: a factor of 3 was reported for
measurements carried at a peptide concentration of 200 µM.

Considering a Kd value of 36 µM and using the extrapolated zero-force off-rate
koff = (11.6± 5.4)/s and on-rate kon = (1501± 195)/s (see Table B.1) the effective
concentration of the tethered integrin is estimated to (4.6± 2.2)mM. This effective
concentration is an entropic based effect given by the length of the peptide linker
used in designing the talin/integrin fusion construct. The peptide linker limits the
diffusion volume of the tethered integrin relative to the talin domain and thus, has
a direct effect on the measured on-rate of the talin/integrin fusion construct.

6Both the solution β1D integrin and the tethered β1D integrin dissociate fast from talin2 head,
i.e. ≈ 100 ms - see zero-force off-rate in Table B.1.

7Derivation of this equation is presented in subsection A.1.1.
8An ≈ 50% closed probability is obtained at this force level in peptide-free conditions.
9The ’dead states’ can be easily identified in constant distance traces acquired in the absence

of peptide in solution or in the presence of low concentrations
10Obtained as an average of 30 ’dead state’ events observed in peptide-free buffer conditions.
11’Dead states’ that have a lifetime of ≈ 1 to 2 seconds are hard to differentiate from peptide-

bound states observed in measurements with high peptide concentration
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Figure A.2: 30 seconds trace recorded at a 4 pN preload. Black trace (smoothed data):
highly fluctuating regions (high SD) can be clearly distinguished from mechanically
quenched regions (low SD), named ’dead states’. During a ’dead state’ the binding-
unbinding signal of the fusion construct turns silent.

A.1.1 Derivation of equation (A.7)

Derivation of equation (A.7) used for estimating the force-free dissociation constant
Kd of the talin/integrin interaction from competition assay experiments is presented
in this section. The system represented by the protein fusion construct and the
solution peptide can be found in any of the three states: open, closed, and bound
(see Figure A.1B). Therefore regarding the state probabilities, the following is valid:

Popen + Pclosed + Pbound = 1 (A.1)

In the case of passive-mode measurements recorded in absence of peptide and
at a midpoint force F1/2 one can also write:

Pclosed = Popen (A.2)

Important to mention is that throughout this paper, the midpoint force F1/2 is
defined as the force at which the two probability branches intersect (see Figure 2.9).
As explained in sub-section 2.2.6 the values of the midpoint probabilities Pclosed and
Popen are greater than 50 %. Therefore, for equation (A.1) to be valid, the concept
of midpoint force has to be redefined: for our competition assay measurements the
midpoint force is the force at which closed state probability Pclosed measured in the
absence of peptide is 50 %. For our fusion construct, this corresponds to a load
value of ≈ 4 pN.

When referring to the dissociation constant Kd of the solution peptide, this can
be expressed as:

Kd =
koff,peptide
kon,peptide

· [Cpep] =
kunbinding
kbinding

· [Cpep] (A.3)

where [Cpep] is the molar concentration of the β1D peptide added to solution.
Moreover, the binding kbinding and unbinding kunbinding rates of the peptide are

proportional to the respective binding Pbinding and unbinding Punbinding probabilities,
as follows:

kunbinding =
1

τbound
∝ 1

Pbound

(A.4)
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kbinding =
1

τunbound
∝ 1

Punbound

(A.5)

where τbound and τunbound are the average bound and unbound lifetimes. Also, con-
sidering the state diagram presented in Figure A.1B the unbound probability of the
peptide can be substituted by the open probability of the fusion construct:

Punboound = Pclosed (A.6)

Using equations (A.1) to (A.6) the following relation can be obtained:

Pclosed =
1

[Cpep]

Kd
+ 2

(A.7)

Therefore, we can estimate the dissociation constant Kd of the solution peptide,
purely from the shift12 of the closed state probability Pclosed caused by the addition
of peptide in solution (Figure A.1C).

A.2 Mechanical stability of the talin head FERM

domains

In this appendix section we show some supplementary results concerning the folding
and mechanical stability of the N-terminal talin FERM domains13. The unfolding
data presented here is obtained from constant velocity force-extension traces of
selected fusion constructs. Such force-extension traces are shown in Figure A.3.
Here the T2/β1D fusion construct14 is either partially or fully unfolded at a constant
stretching velocity of 500 nm/s. Five consecutive unfolding events are observed
as a drop in force while the construct is extended. Considering that the data
presented in Figure A.3 is obtained from one molecule only, the refolding capabilities
of this construct and hence of the talin2 N-terminal head domain are quite good.
Similar unfolding traces were also acquired for constructs containing the full talin1
N-terminal domain. Nevertheless, for fully unfolding the talin head domain high
forces (≈ 50 pN) are needed. Unfortunately, such force values caused in many cases
the breaking of the bead-protein-DNA dumbbell assay and prematurely ended the
measurement.

Unfolding data obtained from several experiments (500 nm/s pulls) with T2/β1D
fusion construct is shown in Figures A.4A and A.5A. This is done in the form of
scatter plots of unfolding forces versus contour length gains. Data characterizing
the talin1 N-terminal head domain was also obtained by recording 200 nm/s pulls
of a T1/β1D fusion construct. This is displayed in Figure A.4B only. The unfol-
ding forces of the talin FERM domains are similar across the two isoforms15, but
less unfolding data was acquired for fusion constructs containing the talin1 isoform.

12Measured at the midpoint force F1/2.
13Unfolding data of both talin isoforms was acquired, but talin2 was better characterized.
14Contains the full N-terminal head domain of talin2, i.e. FERM domains F0-3.
15One has to consider that the unfoldings of talin1 FERM domains are measured at a lower

pull velocity (200 nm/s), than those of talin2 (500 nm/s). This would in principle make the talin2
FERM domains unfold at higher forces.
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Figure A.3: Smoothed traces displaying 28 subsequent force-extension traces (500 nm/s)
of T2/β1D fusion construct. The consecutive unfolding events are numbered. Force
relaxation cycles necessary for refolding are not shown here.
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Figure A.4: Scatter plots of the unfolding forces versus the cumulative contour length
gains - obtained after each unfolding event takes place. (A) Unfolding events observed
for the T2/β1D fusion construct being pulled at 500 nm/s. (B) Unfolding events observed
for the T1/β1D fusion construct being pulled at 200 nm/s.

Nevertheless, the two talin isoforms have highly similar sequences [38]. Therefore,
we will focus on the mechanical unfolding signature of the talin2 FERM domains,
and assume similar unfolding characteristics for talin1 FERM domains.

In Figure A.4 the cumulative contour lengths obtained after each unfolding
event are plotted versus the corresponding unfolding forces, while in Figure A.5 the
contour length gains of each independent unfolding event are considered. Since the
numbers of amino acids contained within each FERM domain are close, assigning
an unfolding event to a talin FERM domain is rather difficult at first sight. The
average contour length gains and unfolding forces of each unfolding event present
in the 500 nm/s force-extensions of the T2/β1D fusion construct are summarized
in Table A.1. The first unfolding event can be easily identified as the unfolding of
the peptide linker, while the next unfolding events remain to be correlated with the
unfoldings of the four talin FERM domains.

Unfolding event Contour length [nm] Unfolding force [pN]

1st 25.4 ± 1.8 6.6 ± 0.9

2nd 33.2 ± 1.2 20.4 ± 3.2

3rd 34.0 ± 2.3 25.2 ± 2.9

4th 38.8 ± 3.8 38.8 ± 6.8

5th 28.1 ± 5.9 36.9 ± 7.2

Table A.1: Average contour length gains and unfolding forces of unfolding events observed
in force-extension cycles (500 nm/s) of T2/β1D fusion construct (displayed as scatter
plot in Figure A.5.A). The contour length gains are obtained as differences between two
consecutive WLC fits. Errors are given as standard deviation.

The total contour length increase resulting from unfolding all FERM domains
of the talin2 N-terminal head is (131.5 ± 4.3) nm as obtained from our force-
extension cycles. We also identified 18 amino acids16 that are placed between FERM

16In both talin1 and talin2 head domains.
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vidual unfolding events. (A) Contour length gains obtained from force-extension cycles
of T2/β1D construct (circles) are compared with contour length gains of talin2 F3 do-
main imported from B (black triangles) and C (black squares). (B) Contour length gains
obtained from force-extension cycles of T2F3/β1D construct. This fusion construct con-
tains only one FERM domain (F3). The unfoldings of the peptide linker (grey circles) and
talin F3 domain (black triangles) are easily identified. (C) Contour length gains obtained
from force-extension cycles of T2/β1D (pull N-term. F3) construct. This fusion construct
contains the full talin head domain, but its pulling geometry leads to the unfolding of
only the talin F3 domain. The unfoldings of the peptide linker (grey circles) and talin F3
domain (black squares) are easily identified.
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MVALSLKICVRHCNVVKTMQFEPSTAVYDACRVIRERVPEAQTG
QASDYGLFLSDEDPRKGIWLEAGRTLDYYMLRNGDILEYKKKQ

RPQKIRMLDGSVKTVMVDDSKTVGELLVTICSRIGITNYEEYSLIQ
ETIEEKKEEGTGTLKKDRTLLRDERKMEKLKAKLHTDDDLNWLD
HSRTFREQGVDENETLLLRRKFF

YSDQNVDSRDPVQLNLLYVQARDDILNGSHPVSFEKACEFGGFQ
AQIQFGPHVEHKHKPGFLDLKEFLPKEYIKQRGAEKRIFQEHKNC
GEMSEIEAKVKYVKLARSLRTY

GVSFFLVKEKMKGKNKLVPRLLGITKDSVMRVDEKTKEVLQEWPL
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Figure A.6: (A) Sequence of talin2 N-terminal head domain used in fusion constructs.
Sequence of each FERM domain is separated for clarity and presented on a coloured
background. Amino acids found at the interface between FERM domains are typed in a
bold-italic style. (B) Crystal structure of talin1 N-terminal head domain (PDB: 3IVF).
The FERM domains adopt a linear conformation [30]. Colour code used in part (A) is
followed also in (B). Interface amino acids (18 aa) belonging to weakly folded structures
are coloured in blue. Initial end-to-end distance of the folded crystal structure is indicated
by a dashed line. This was measured with PyMOL software. (C) Crystal structure of
talin2 N-terminal head domain (PDB: 6U4K). The FERM domains adopt a more compact,
cloverleaf-like conformation [64]. Colour code used in parts (A) and (B) is followed also in
(C). Interface amino acids (18 aa) belonging to weakly folded structures are coloured in
blue. Initial end-to-end distance of the folded crystal structure is indicated by a dashed
line. This was measured with PyMOL software.
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domains and belong to weakly folded structures (Figure A.6: B,C - blue coloured).
These interface amino acids most probably unfold during the stretching of the DNA
handles17, before the more stable cores of the FERM domains. Subtracting these 18
amino acids18 and the end-to-end distance of the folded crystal structure, we obtain
a theoretically expected contour length increase of 133.1 nm when considering a
linearly arranged head domain (Figure A.6: B) and of 137.2 nm when considering
the more compact, cloverleaf-like conformation (Figure A.6: C). Comparing these
values with the experimentally measured one of (131.7 ± 4.3) nm19, we conclude
that the linear conformation of the talin head domain [30] is the only structure that
is in agreement within error range.

To assign each unfolding within the talin head domain to a particular FERM
domain, we also analyzed force-extension cycles of fusion constructs containing or
unfolding20 only one talin domain, namely the F3 domain. Such measurements
of T2F3/β1D21 construct returned a contour length gain of (32.3 ± 1.1) nm for
the F3 domain, while measurements of T2/β1D (pull N-term. F3)22 construct
returned a value of (31.9 ± 1.5) nm. Therefore, when comparing these values with
those from Table A.1 and also taking into account the theoretically expected values
displayed in Table A.2, the following FERM-unfolding sequence takes place within
the talin2 head domain: F2 domain is the first FERM domain being unfolded and
it is followed by F3, F1 and lastly, F0. Correlating these result with the unfolding
forces presented in Table A.1, one can also conclude on the mechanical stability of
each talin FERM domain.

Talin domain Distance in CS [nm] Expected CL [nm]

F0 3.0 28.4

F1 3.2 36.9

F2 2.5 33.6

F3 2.1 32.6

Table A.2: Theoretically expected contour length gains (CL) of the talin2 FERM domains
calculated from the number of amino acids (the interface amino acids are subtracted - see
Figure A.6) and the end-to-end distances within the folded crystal structure (CS - PDB:
3IVF).

17See Figure 2.7 and section 2.2.1
18The talin full head domain used in our fusion constructs contains 408 amino acids in total.
19Although this results was obtained from unfolding measurements involving the talin2 head

domain, similar values were also observed for talin1.
20Certain fusion constructs contained the full talin head domain, but the pulling geometry

(N-termini F3 and not F0) was designed such that only the F3 domain unfolded.
21Contains only the talin F3 fused to β1D tail.
22Contains the full talin head domain, but one pulling point is located in the N-termini of the

F3 domain.
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Appendix B

Appendix B: Supplementary
Figures and Tables

This section of the appendix contains several figures and tables that supplement
the description of the experiments presented in the Results chapter of this thesis.

Construct kF=0
bind , s

−1 kF=0
unbind, s

−1 kstabilized
unbind , s−1 kF=0, T ∗

unbind , s−1

T2/β1D 2135 ± 432 5.4 ± 0.6 6.1 ± 0.5 33.2 ± 8.5

T2/β1A 1239 ± 151 38.6 ± 20.1 -/- 641 ± 471

T1/β1D 1809 ± 165 28.9 ± 4.7 20.0 ± 1.3 -/-

T2/β1D(Y795A) 2691 ± 656 8.9 ± 1.5 -/- -/-

T2F3/β1D 1500 ± 195 11.6 ± 5.4 9.5 ± 0.4 78.0 ± 3.4

T2/β1D (pull N-term. F3) 389 ± 33 16.1 ± 2.9 13.3 ± 1.6 71.2 ± 4.8

T2/β1D(long spacer) 2676 ± 425 8.1 ± 1.3 -/- -/-

T2/β1D(short spacer) 1485 ± 237 4.4 ± 0.9 -/- 31.7 ± 5.3

T2/β1D(Q778G) 2336 ± 480 13.7 ± 3.2 9.5 ± 2.0 -/-

T2/β1A(G778Q) 941 ± 137 38.7 ± 12.1 -/- -/-

T2/β1A(A786P) 1604 ± 141 6.7 ± 0.6 5.4 ± 0.2 -/-

T1(D375E)/β1A(A786P) 1725 ± 350 145 ± 124 60.2 ± 1.9 -/-

T2/β1D(no MP helix) 1917 ± 226 6.6 ± 0.7 5.7 ± 1.0 -/-

Table B.1: Kinetic parameters of the talin/integrin pairs and kindlin-stabilized
unbinding rates. The zero-force extrapolated rate constants (kF=0) are obtained from
fits of rate versus force plots using equation (2.18). The zero-force rate errors are SD.
Kindlin-stabilized (kstabilizedunbind ) rates are displayed as average values and their errors are
given as SEM.
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Figure B.1: Kindlin2 induces stabilized closed states of the T2/β1D bond. Colouring of
the states is done as explained in Figure 3.5. It can be clearly seen that the lifetimes of the
green states are independent of load. A concentration of ≈ 6µM kindlin2 was used. (A)
Equilibrium traces obtained from constant distance experiments. (B) High load traces
obtained from merging upper levels of jump measurements. See Figure 3.8A for further
details regarding the jump assay.
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Figure B.2: Force-extended unbinding plot of the T2/β1A bond. Contains unbinding
rates determined from jump experiments. Above 6 pN the slope changes (discontinuous
line), which indicates a change in the transition state. A similar behaviour was also
observed for the T2/β1D bond.
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Figure B.3: (A) Top: Sequence of the native β1D integrin. Bottom: Sequence of the
mutant integrin with a short GS spacer between the two NPxY motifs that regulate the
binding of talin and kindlin. (B) Extended rate plot for the talin2 head fused to a β1D
GS-spacer mutant. Measurements performed in the absence of kindlin2 are indicated
by open symbols, while those in the presence of ≈ 5µM kindlin2 are indicated by filled
symbols. Apparently, the addition of kindlin has no effect on the talin/integrin mutant
bond.
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Figure B.4: Rate plot of the β1D integrin fused to the talin2 head with K405E mutation
in the F3 domain. The K405E mutation reduces the binding strength between talin and
kindlin. Bright-coloured purple (unbinding rates) and red (binding rates) data points are
taken from 3 molecules of the T2(K405E)/β1D bond measured in the absence of kindlin2.
Bright-coloured green data points are taken from 2 molecules of the T2(K405E)/β1D bond
measured in the presence of 10.4 µM kindlin2 and represent kindlin stabilized unbingin
rates. These force independent rates are determined by using equation (2.28). As a
comparison data (+fits) extracted from 5 molecules of the T2/β1D bond is displayed in
the background in light colours.
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Construct ∆G0, kBT ln
(

kF=0
bind

kF=0
unbind

)
T2/β1D 5.4 ± 0.5 6.0 ± 0.2

T2/β1A 3.6 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 0.5

T1/β1D 4.3 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 0.2

T2/β1D(Y795A) 5.2 ± 0.5 5.7 ± 0.3

T2F3/β1D 4.1 ± 0.4 4.9 ± 0.5

T2/β1D (pull N-term. F3) 3.2 ± 0.3 3.2 ± 0.2

T2/β1D(long spacer) 6.9 ± 0.7 5.8 ± 0.2

T2/β1D(short spacer) 5.4 ± 0.1 5.8 ± 0.3

T2/β1D(Q778G) 6.0 ± 0.6 5.1 ± 0.3

T2/β1A(G778Q) 3.7 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.3

T2/β1A(A786P) 5.3 ± 0.5 5.4 ± 0.1

T1(D375E)/β1A(A786P) 3.3 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.9

T2/β1D(no MP helix) 6.8 ± 0.7 5.7 ± 0.2

Table B.2: Energetic parameters of the talin/integrin pairs. The intrinsic force
independent binding energies (∆G0) are obtained using equation (2.26) and are in agree-
ment with those obtained from the ratio of the zero-force extrapolated rates (column 3).
The most relevant error in free-energy calculation (column 2) comes from force calibration
and is estimated to 10%.

Construct ∆Lunbound,T ∆Lbound,T ∆Lbound,T∗ |∆Lunbound,T|+ |∆Lbound,T|
T2/β1D 15.3 ± 1.6 -7.7 ± 1.2 -0.9 ± 0.3 23.0 ± 2.0

T2/β1A 13.2 ± 0.5 -9.0 ± 2.3 -/- 22.2 ± 2.4

T1/β1D 11.8 ± 0.3 -7.1 ± 0.7 -/- 18.9 ± 0.8

T2/β1D(Y795A) 19.1 ± 1.1 -7.7 ± 0.9 -/- 26.7 ± 1.4

T2F3/β1D 19.5 ± 0.6 -11.0 ± 2.8 -1.6 ± 0.1 30.5 ± 2.9

T2/β1D (pull N-term. F3) 18.1 ± 0.5 -8.9 ± 1.3 -1.0 ± 0.3 27.0 ± 1.4

T2/β1D(long spacer) 14.7 ± 0.6 -5.3 ± 0.6 -/- 20.0 ± 0.8

T2/β1D(short spacer) 18.5 ± 0.6 -8.4 ± 1.1 -0.8 ± 0.2 26.9 ± 1.3

T2/β1D(Q778G) 13.3 ± 0.8 -7.2 ± 1.0 -/- 20.5 ± 1.3

T2/β1A(G778Q) 11.7 ± 0.6 -5.6 ± 1.4 -/- 17.3 ± 1.5

T2/β1A(A786P) 14.8 ± 0.4 -9.8 ± 0.4 -/- 24.6 ± 0.6

T1(D375E)/β1A(A786P) 16.4 ± 0.9 -4.9 ± 4.0 -/- 21.3 ± 4.1

T2/β1D(no MP helix) 15.4 ± 0.5 -4.8 ± 0.4 -/- 20.2 ± 0.6

Table B.3: Contour length differences from the unbound/bound states to the
transition state T. The fitted values presented in columns 2, 3 and 4 are determined
from the extrapolations carried in the rate versus force plots using equation (2.18). In
many of the cases, they sum up to the full contour length difference of 25.4 ± 0.3 nm
between the bound and unbound states, as determined from fitting force-extension cy-
cles. Errors are given as SEM. The slope of the off-rate versus force dependence changes
(compare columns 3 and 4), indicating a change in transition state (T → T∗).
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Appendix C

Appendix C: Materials and
Methods

In this section of the appendix, details are given about the following: sequences and
expression of the protein fusion constructs, ybbR-CoA oligo attachment, and opti-
cal trap assay preparation. We also provide brief details regarding the microscale
thermophoresis (MST) measurements.

Molecular cloning and protein expression were done by the Biochemical Core
Facility of the Max-Planck Institute of Biochemistry. MST measurements were
done by Dr. Jonas Aretz.

C.1 Molecular cloning

Deletions, mutations, and short insertions were introduced by PCR using PfuUl-
tra II (600670, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) or Q5 hot start polymerase
(M0493, New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) according to the manufacturer’s pro-
tocol followed by DpnI (R0176, New England Biolabs) digest of template DNA (2
h, 37°C). After clean-up (QIAquick PCR Purification Kit, 28104, Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany), the PCR product was phosphorylated using T4 PNK (M0201, New Eng-
land Biolabs) according to the manufacturer’s protocol followed by another clean-
up and ligation (Fast-Link DNA Ligation Kit, epicenter, Madison, WI) for 30 min
at room temperature. Ligation mixture was heat-inactivated (20 min, 70°C) and
transformed into E. coli Omnimax (Promega, Madison, WI).

Alternatively, point mutations were introduced by PCR using PfuUltra II ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s protocol followed by DpnI digest of template DNA (2
h, 37°C) and heat inactivation (20 min, 80°C). The PCR product was then trans-
formed into E. coli Omnimax. Long insertions were introduced by Gibson assembly
using the NEBuilder® HiFi DNA Assembly Cloning Kit (New England Biolabs,
E5520S) according to manufacturer’s protocol. The assembled construct was then
transformed into E. coli Omnimax. Constructs containing repetitive sequences, i.e.
long linkers, were synthesized by TWIST bioscience (San Francisco, CA) or Eu-
rofins genomics (Ebersberg, Germany). The pulling geometry (vector of force) of
the talin/integrin fusion proteins was defined by inserting two ybbR tags at specific
locations within the sequence.
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C.2 Protein expression

Talin/integrin fusion proteins, THD1, THD2, and kindlin2 were expressed as de-
scribed previously [15]. Briefly, all protein constructs were cloned into pCoofy17 [68]
which adds an N-terminal his10-sumo tag and expressed soluble in E. coli(DE3)Rosetta2
in LB medium after induction with IPTG at OD600 ≈ 0.6 for about 20 h at 18°C.
The cells were harvested by centrifugation and disrupted by sonication in high-salt
TBS buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP). After purification by
IMAC in high-salt TBS buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP),
the sumo tag was removed by SenP2 digest overnight and the protein was further
purified by SEC using TBS (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP)
as running buffer. Purity, integrity, and identity of all protein preparations were
controlled by SDS-PAGE, high-resolution total mass spectrometry, and dynamic
light scattering.

C.3 Sequences of talin/integrin fusion constructs

and of kindlin2 constructs

The talin/integrin fusion constructs were created by connecting talin head domains
to β-integrin cytoplasmic tails via a peptide linker. The sequences of the talin head
domains and β-integrin cytoplasmic tails are shown here independently, with the
mutated/inserted residues being displayed in red. Ybbr-tags, which define the di-
rection of force propagation, were inserted for the attachment of CoA-oligos. The
resulting sequences of the talin/integrin fusion constructs are shown as combina-
tions of talin head domains and integrin tails, the peptide linker and ybbR-tags
being also indicated.

Sequences of the talin head domains:

T2 (talin2 head domain containinig FERM domains F0-3):
MVALSLKICVRHCNVVKTMQFEPSTAVYDACRVIRERVPEAQTGQASDYGL
FLSDEDPRKGIWLEAGRTLDYYMLRNGDILEYKKKQRPQKIRMLDGSVKTV
MVDDSKTVGELLVTICSRIGITNYEEYSLIQETIEEKKEEGTGTLKKDRTLLR
DERKMEKLKAKLHTDDDLNWLDHSRTFREQGVDENETLLLRRKFFYSDQN
VDSRDPVQLNLLYVQARDDILNGSHPVSFEKACEFGGFQAQIQFGPHVEHKH
KPGFLDLKEFLPKEYIKQRGAEKRIFQEHKNCGEMSEIEAKVKYVKLARSLR
TYGVSFFLVKEKMKGKNKLVPRLLGITKDSVMRVDEKTKEVLQEWPLTTVK
RWAASPKSFTLDFGEYQESYYSVQTTEGEQISQLIAGYIDIILKKKQS

T2F3 (talin2 head domain containing only FERM domain F3):
GVSFFLVKEKMKGKNKLVPRLLGITKDSVMRVDEKTKEVLQEWPLTTVKRW
AASPKSFTLDFGEYQESYYSVQTTEGEQISQLIAGYIDIILKKKQS

T2(pull N-term. F3) (talin2 head domain containing domains F0-3 with an in-
serted ybbR-tag at the N-terminus of F3 domain. The ybbR-tag is indicated in
red):
MVALSLKICVRHCNVVKTMQFEPSTAVYDACRVIRERVPEAQTGQASDYGL
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FLSDEDPRKGIWLEAGRTLDYYMLRNGDILEYKKKQRPQKIRMLDGSVKTV
MVDDSKTVGELLVTICSRIGITNYEEYSLIQETIEEKKEEGTGTLKKDRTLLR
DERKMEKLKAKLHTDDDLNWLDHSRTFREQGVDENETLLLRRKFFYSDQN
VDSRDPVQLNLLYVQARDDILNGSHPVSFEKACEFGGFQAQIQFGPHVEHKH
KPGFLDLKEFLPKEYIKQRGAEKRIFQEHKNCGEMSEIEAKVKYVKLARSLR
TYDSLEFIASKLAGVSFFLVKEKMKGKNKLVPRLLGITKDSVMRVDEKTKEV
LQEWPLTTVKRWAASPKSFTLDFGEYQESYYSVQTTEGEQISQLIAGYIDIILK
KKQS

T1 (talin1 head containing FERM domains F0-3):
MVALSLKISIGNVVKTMQFEPSTMVYDACRMIRERIPEALAGPPNDFGLFLSD
DDPKKGIWLEAGKALDYYMLRNGDTMEYRKKQRPLKIRMLDGTVKTIMVD
DSKTVTDMLMTICARIGITNHDEYSLVRELMEEKKDEGTGTLRKDKTLLRDE
KKMEKLKQKLHTDDELNWLDHGRTLREQGVEEHETLLLRRKFFYSDQNVDS
RDPVQLNLLYVQARDDILNGSHPVSFDKACEFAGFQCQIQFGPHNEQKHKAG
FLDLKDFLPKEYVKQKGERKIFQAHKNCGQMSEIEAKVRYVKLARSLKTYGV
SFFLVKEKMKGKNKLVPRLLGITKECVMRVDEKTKEVIQEWSLTNIKRWAASP
KSFTLDFGDYQDGYYSVQTTEGEQIAQLIAGYIDIILKKKKS

T1(D375E) (talin1 head domain containing FERM domains F0-3, having D375E
mutation in F3 domain):
MVALSLKISIGNVVKTMQFEPSTMVYDACRMIRERIPEALAGPPNDFGLFLSD
DDPKKGIWLEAGKALDYYMLRNGDTMEYRKKQRPLKIRMLDGTVKTIMVD
DSKTVTDMLMTICARIGITNHDEYSLVRELMEEKKDEGTGTLRKDKTLLRDE
KKMEKLKQKLHTDDELNWLDHGRTLREQGVEEHETLLLRRKFFYSDQNVDS
RDPVQLNLLYVQARDDILNGSHPVSFDKACEFAGFQCQIQFGPHNEQKHKAG
FLDLKDFLPKEYVKQKGERKIFQAHKNCGQMSEIEAKVRYVKLARSLKTYGV
SFFLVKEKMKGKNKLVPRLLGITKECVMRVDEKTKEVIQEWSLTNIKRWAASP
KSFTLDFGEYQDGYYSVQTTEGEQIAQLIAGYIDIILKKKKS

Sequence of peptide linker used in connecting the talin head domains to the
integrin tails:
ASGGGSAGGSGSGSSGGSSGASGTGTAGGTGSGSGTGSGGGSGGGSEGGGSE
GGGSEGGGSEGGGSEGGGSGGGS

Sequences of β-integrin cytoplasmic tails:

β1D:
HDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTQENPIYKSPINNFKNPNYGRKAGL

β1D(Y795A):
HDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTQENPIYKSPINNFKNPNAGRKAGL

β1D(long spacer):
HDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTQENPIYKSPINGSSGAAGSSGKSPINNFKNPNY
GRKAGL

β1D(short spacer):
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HDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTQENPIYGSKSPINNFKNPNYGRKAGL

β1D(no MP helix):
HGGGSGGGSGGGSGGAKWDTQENPIYKSPINNFKNPNYGRKAGL

β1D(Q778G):
HDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTGENPIYKSPINNFKNPNYGRKAGL

β1A:
HDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTGENPIYKSAVTTVVNPKYEGK

β1A(G778Q):
HDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTQENPIYKSAVTTVVNPKYEGK

β1A(A786P):
HDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTGENPIYKSPVTTVVNPKYEGK

ybbR-tag:
DSLEFIASKLA

The talin/integrin fusion constructs were made by using the following combina-
tions:

T2/β1D: (ybbR)GG(T2)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1D)

T2/β1A: (ybbR)GG(T2)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1A)

T1/β1D: (ybbR)GG(T1)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1D)

T2/β1D(Y795A): (ybbR)GG(T2)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1D(Y795A))

T2F3/β1D: C(T2F3)(Linker)CG(β1D) - for this construct we used cysteines in-
stead of ybbR-tags. Instead of CoA-oligos, short maleimide modified oligos reacted
with the cysteines.

T2(pull N-term. F3)/β1D: T2(pull N-term. F3)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1D)G - for
this construct, one of the ybbR-tags is located at the N-terminus of the talin F3
domain.

T2/β1D(spacer)1: (ybbR)GG(T2)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1D(spacer))

T2/β1D(Q778G): (ybbR)GG(T2)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1D(Q778G))

T2/β1A(G778Q): (ybbR)GG(T2)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1A(G778Q))

T2/β1A(A786P): (ybbR)GG(T2)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1A(A786P))

1Valid for both β1D tails having either short or long spacers inserted.
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T1(D375E)/β1A(A786P): (ybbR)GG(T1(D375E))(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1A(A786P))

T2/β1D(no MP helix): (ybbR)GG(T2)(Linker)(ybbR)G(β1D(no MP helix))

Sequence of Kindlin2 (functional truncated form) that is lacking two
highly flexible regions, i.e. the PH domain and the F1 loop:
MALDGIRMPDGCYADGTWELSVHVTDLNRDVTLRVTGEVHIGGVMLKLVE
KLDVKKDWSDHALWWEKKRTWLLKTHWTLDKCGIQADAKLQFTPQHKLL
RLQLPNMKYVKVKVNFSDRVFKAVSDICKTFNIRHPEELSLLKKPRDPTKKK
KKKLDDQSEDEALELEGPGI LAVSQPVTSPEILAKMFKPQALLDKAKTNQGW
LDSSRSLMEQDVKENEALLLRFKYYS FFDLNPKYDAIRINQLYEQAKWALLLE
EIECTEEEMMMFAALQYHINKLSIMTSENH LNPDQITTDVNPECLVSPRYLKK
YKSKQITARILEAHQNVAQMSLIEAKMRFIQAWQ SLPEFGITHFIARFQGGKRE
ELIGIAYNRLIRMDASTGDAIKTWRFSNMKQWNVNWE IKMVTVEFADEVRLS-
FICTEVDCKVVHEFIGGYIFLSTRAKDQNESLDEEMFYKLTS GWV

C.4 Preparation of optical trap measurements

The protein carrying two ybbR tags was first incubated with short (34 bp) CoA-
modified oligos (Biomers). The ybbR–CoA coupling reaction was catalysed by the
Sfp phosphopantetheinyl transferase enzyme (New England BioLabs) under the
following mixing/reaction conditions:

• + 2 nmol of CoA-oligos

• + 0.5 nmol of protein (fusion construct)

• + 0.4 nmol Sfp enzyme

• + 10 µl of Sfp buffer (500 mM Hepes, 100 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5)

• total reaction volume (depending on protein concentration) was around 50 to
80 µl and at least 10 mg/ml MgCl2 final concentration was required for the
Sfp enzymatic activity.

• the final mixture was left to incubate overnight (10 - 12 hours) at 4°C, but
incubating for 2 hours at room temperature also proved to be successful.

Immediately afterwards, the sample was purified by size exclusion chromatography
(Yarra 3u SEC-3000 column, Phenomenex) and the fractions containing proteins
with two oligos attached were aliquoted (10-20 µl), flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen
and stored at -80°C. A typical chromatogram of a successful protein-oligo attach-
ment is shown in Figure C.1A, while a chromatogram of a CoA-oligo only sample
is shown for comparison in Figure C.1B. In the top graphs of Figure C.1A and
Fig. C.1B the absorption intensities at 260 nm (black line) are plotted against the
running times through the size exclusion column, while in the bottom graphs the
ratios (purple line) of the absorption intensity at 260 nm to absorption intensity
at 280 nm against time are shown. It can be seen that non-reacted CoA-oligos
determine a 260 nm peak at around 9 minutes, while a protein-2oligos2 peak comes

2A protein having two CoA-oligos coupled at the two ybbR-tag locations.
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Figure C.1: (A) Chromatogram of a successful protein-oligo attachment. The top graph
displays the absorption intensity (given in arbitrary units) at 260 nm wavelength against
the running time through the size exclusion column. In the low graph, the ratio of the
absorption intensity at 260 nm to the absorption intensity at 280 nm against the running
time is shown. (B) Chromatogram of CoA-oligo sample. Absorption intensities are
displayed as in (A). Fraction collection was usually started after 6 minutes on-wards. One
also needs to take into account that there is a 30 seconds offset between the chromatogram
and the fractions due to the tubing volume delay coming from the detection to the fraction
collector.

out slightly after 7 minutes and is followed by a second peak. Analyzing also the
ABS(@260nm)/ABS(@280nm) purple spectra, we conclude that the second peak
contains a protein with mainly just one CoA-oligo attached. Considering the tu-
bing volume delay coming from the detection to the fraction collector, the protein-
2oligo attachment was collected by fractions 93 and 104. The absorption at 260
nm was also checked at the Nanodrop spectrophotometer for all fractions 1 to 20,
and indeed this test confirmed that fractions 9 and 10 are the ones containing the
protein-2oligo sample5.

For each measurement day, a freshly thawed aliquot of the protein-2oligos solu-
tion was used, which was incubated with 180 nm long dsDNA linkers (for sequence
details see [35]) on ice for at least 30 minutes. Successful binding of the dsDNA
linkers was checked by agarose gel electrophoresis.

The dsDNA linkers (handles) carried at one end a single-stranded overhang for
hybridization to the short CoA-oligos, while at the other end they were functiona-
lized with a digoxygenin or biotin modification (see Figure 2.5). Once the handle-
protein-handle sample was ready, it was incubated with a solution of streptavidin
functionalized beads (1 µm-sized; Polysciences, Inc) for 10 minutes at room tem-

3Best fraction, considering purity.
4Most probably it contained also some protein-1oligo sample.
5Fractions 16 and 17 had highest abs@260 values, which makes sense since they contain non-

reacted excess CoA-oligos, while fractions 9 and 10 gave seconds highest abs@260 values.
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perature. In the final step anti-digoxigenin-coated beads (homemade) were added
and the resulting solution was applied to the measurement glass chamber of the op-
tical trapping setup. The glass chambers were made by attaching parafilm (Bemis
Company) between two 170 µm-thick coverslips (Carl Roth) and their surface was
passivated by a 10 mg/ml BSA (Bovines serum albumin; Sigma-Aldrich) solution
to prevent bead sticking. The chambers were thoroughly rinsed with measurement
buffer (PBS) before adding the protein-bead solution.

One bead of each type was trapped in the two optical traps and a dumbbell
(see Figure 2.5) was formed by bringing the two beads in close proximity allowing
a DNA bridge to form between the two beads. The anti-digoxigenin beads were
fluorescently labelled to distinguish the bead types in the sample chamber.

C.5 MST measurements

MST experiments were performed as described previously [20] using ATTO488-
labeled integrin β-CT peptides synthesized by the MPIB Core Facility and recom-
binant THD1, THD2, and kindlin2 in TBS buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.8, 200 mM
sodium chloride, 1 mM TCEP and 0.005% Tween-20) on a Monolith NT115 (Nan-
otemper) in premium-coated capillaries.
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